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1   INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE  

 

According to a Rasmussen poll conducted immediately after the November 2020 

election, 47 percent of voters said it’s likely that the election was tampered with in 

several states to ensure a Biden victory.1  In the following months, this number 

increased to 51 percent.2 With voter confidence at an all-time low, we are in the midst 

of a public crisis.  Elections are intended to facilitate peaceful transitions of power to 

ensure domestic tranquility.  To mitigate this crisis, it is the duty of elected officials 

to make certain that the laws they swear to uphold are defended.  Constituents 

need assurance that our elections are safe and secure. 

Since the November election, citizens across the country, from all political 

parties, have scrutinized the election process in their states. Likewise, concerned New 

Mexicans have united around the common goal of ensuring our election results are not 

only accurate, but free of any form of fraud.  Based on a comprehensive investigation 

and analysis of voter data, registration trends, and available election documentation 

provided by state and county election officials, it is clear that New Mexico votes were 

fraudulently manipulated through a systematic and controlled effort.  The amount 

of systemic fraud revealed by this investigation can only be described as massive in 

scope.  The key findings supporting this conclusion are as follows: 

(1) The outcome of certain electoral races and ballot issues were (and are) 

predetermined. 

(2) There is evidence that conclusively demonstrates the existence of “phantom 

votes.” Phantom votes are defined as votes that were cast on behalf of 

genuine eligible voters on the voter rolls, or as fictitious entries not tied to a 

real person.  

(3) There is substantial evidence demonstrating that estimates were made to 

determine the number of “phantom votes” needed to overcome legitimately 

 
1 

https://www.rasmussenreports.com/public_content/politics/elections/election_2020/61_think_tru

mp_should_concede_to_biden   

2 

https://www.rasmussenreports.com/public_content/politics/general_politics/april_2021/election_i

ntegrity_62_don_t_think_voter_id_laws_discriminate  
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cast votes, i.e., “the will of the people,” in order to install the pre-selected 

candidates.  

(4) The registration database is artificially inflated.  Leading up to the election, a 

“credit line” of phantom voters is created, and then manipulated to ensure 

the predicted total turnout stays within a reasonable range. 

(5) The voting system is pre-programmed to perform the monitoring and 

manipulation activities required to achieve the desired outcome on election 

day. The individual tabulators may be connected to the internet, but don’t 

need to be to accomplish the desired effect. 

(6) The voter rolls are backfilled with enough phantom votes to match the pre-

determined outcome.  

(7) In the months following the election, a percentage of phantom registrants 

are removed. 

 

These findings generally fall into four categories: 

 

1. Patterns in the data reveal calculations at work that could not have 

come from natural human behavior. 

 The relationship between population, registration, and votes is too 

closely correlated to have occurred naturally. Portions of the 

registration database and vote totals are calculated.  

 The voter registration database shows fraudulent activity has been 

occurring for years and is automated with an equation to produce 

desired outcomes. 

 The election data broadcast by the media on election night show 

votes were being calculated and not counted in every state.  

 

2. There are statistical anomalies throughout the voter registration 

database and election results that cannot be reconciled with 

historical trends. 

 More people are registered and voted than even live in most New 

Mexico counties for certain age groups. 
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 Voter registration trends do not correlate with election results. These 

trends have been used for decades to accurately predict election 

results. The fact that trends did not correlate with election results in 

2020 provides independent evidence that all was not right in 2020. 

 50,000 voters are listed as having registered after election day; 

voters as old as 120 voted in November. 

 Registration and turnout rates in all counties exceed historical norms 

and are high enough to indicate fraud. Some counties had more 

people voting than even live in the county for certain age groups. 

 There are serious anomalies in the data for absentee ballot voting. 

 Tabulator tapes checked in nine counties do not match the total 

votes reported by the SOS. 

 The voter registration rolls are currently being canvassed across the 

state. Preliminary estimates of results indicate a minimum error rate 

of 6 percent up to 40 percent depending on the county. 

 

3. A vulnerable voting registration database and substandard policies 

and practices have left our election system corrupt and exposed.  

 1,198 third-party groups were given enhanced access to add voters 

to the registration database by the Secretary of State (SOS), Maggie 

Toulouse Oliver. 

 Third-party organizations sent ridiculous numbers of voter 

registration and absentee ballot forms to New Mexico residents, 

encouraging fraud. The mailers were coercive and sent without any 

attempt reach only to eligible voters. 

 Numerous addresses have excessive numbers of voters and 

preliminary canvassing results indicate many of these are 

fraudulent. 

 Secretary of State is not performing her duty to purge voter rolls of 

deceased voters. 

 In some counties, poll watchers and presiding judges are being cut 

out of the election process and not allowed meaningful access or 

supervision of the election. 
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4. Voting machines provided by Dominion Voting Systems have illegal 

features that are vulnerable to hacking. 

 The “adjudication” feature was never contemplated by the legislature 

and produces illegal error rates and results in anomalous outcomes 

in counties where it was used. 

 Election equipment is possibly connected to the internet, which may 

include tabulators. Examination of the same voting machines used 

in New Mexico revealed cellular modems hidden in the hardware. 

The Secretary of State does not deny the tabulators may have 

capability to connect to the internet. 

 Dominion Voting Systems’ software fractionalizes votes in violation 

of state law. 

 Dominion Voting Systems provides tens of thousands of pre-printed 

official ballots in addition to test ballots. It is unclear what these are 

used for. 

 

The evidence presented in this investigative report demands immediate attention 

by our elected officials.  It is our recommendation that a full forensic audit of election 

processes and equipment in New Mexico statewide take place immediately, and not a 

risk-limiting audit.  We further advise that each county use its independent authority 

over its county voter rolls, election equipment, and election processes to mitigate the 

illegal practices carried out by others, whether intentional or unwitting, that have taken 

place throughout the state of New Mexico.  

It is the solemn duty of state and county government officials to ensure elections 

are free of corruption. This report also serves as notice to all relevant law enforcement 

agencies to carry out their constitutionally mandated responsibilities, and investigate 

and prosecute those found in violation of the public trust to the fullest extent of the law. 
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2   EVIDENCE OF DESIGN IN THE ELECTION PROCESS 

 

Using the state’s own data, we discovered that portions of both the 

registration database and the voting results are designed or calculated. The 

voter rolls and voting history reveal a calculated relationship between 

population, registration, and votes. The registration database reveals that 

registrants are being injected into the rolls according to an equation. The 

election results data reported on election night by the media also shows that the 

votes were being forced to converge to a certain result. Votes were also 

periodically subtracted from one candidate and moved to another. None of this is 

consistent with natural human behavior and shows that our elections were being 

calculated and not counted. 

For reference throughout this report and to highlight how anomalous the 

November 2020 election was, we provide the overall turnout for both 2020 and 2016 by 

county and how the vote was divided by absentee, early voting, and election day voting 

in Table 1. Statewide, there are a total of approximately 124,000 more votes cast in 

2020 than were cast in 2016 – with all of these extra votes coming from absentee 

ballots.  The Center for Tech and Civic Life (CTCL) is an organization partially funded 

by Mark Zuckerberg, CEO of Facebook. CTCL gave funds directly to governments for 

use in the 2020 elections and encouraged the increase of absentee voting.  
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Table 1. 2020 General Election Summary by County 

 ABSENTEE  EARLY VOTING  ELECTION DAY VOTING 

 2020 2016  2020 2016  2020 2016 
          
Bernalillo* 140,892 28,744  145,326 182,255  32,981 65,641 
Catron 560 297  1,007 664  771 1,108 
Chaves* 3,771 3,368  14,972 9,789  3,759 7,196 
Cibola* 2,006 465  4,106 3,062  2,831 4,607 
Colfax 2,170 573  1,931 1,692  1,958 3,110 
Curry 3,354 729  8,875 7,286  2,923 5,435 

DeBaca 193 73  499 365  221 493 
Dona Ana* 27,806 3,456  40,239 40,460  14,908 27,168 
Eddy* 3,682 1,154  15,888 10,861  3,722 7,758 
Grant* 4,342 3,975  8,275 4,619  1,904 4,363 
Guadalupe 938 358  696 550  575 948 
Harding 169 145  217 170  125 216 

Hidalgo* 595 289  711 516  689 1,114 
Lea 2,762 1,006  14,077 9,231  4,140 7,579 
Lincoln* 2,613 929  5,981 4,607  1,754 3,425 
Los Alamos* 5,148 863  6,090 7,404  1,163 2,720 
Luna 2,187 494  4,620 4,355  1,356 2,519 
McKinley* 3,785 1,766  13,489 5,870  9,352 14,298 
Mora 739 209  1,084 921  892 1,344 
Otero 5,991 1,429  13,022 10,914  4,651 7,872 
Quay 776 234  2,138 1,720  986 1,652 
Rio Arriba 4,386 600  7,122 5,372  5,202 9,043 
Roosevelt* 1,166 1,919  4,123 1,324  1,338 2,752 
San Juan 10,698 2,596  31,845 24,547  9,947 19,195 

San Miguel 5,326 788  3,881 4,189  2,386 5,863 
Sandoval 29,721 6,061  37,329 40,757  9,756 15,255 
Santa Fe* 39,223 5,645  34,697 43,302  8,636 22,978 
Sierra 1,628 451  3,189 2,906  1,163 1,863 
Socorro 1,940 613  3,222 2,848  2,046 3,463 
Taos 5,863 886  8,032 8,446  3,366 6,038 

Torrance* 2,086 627  3,425 2,709  1,821 3,063 
Union 325 182  1,001 736  473 800 
Valencia 11,951 5,552  15,384 12,315  5,092 9,956 
          

 328,792 76,476  456,493 456,762  142,887 270,835 
*Received CTCL Grant Funds, if funds not spent in 2020, written requests can extend them to next 
election. 
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2.1 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POPULATION, REGISTRATION, AND VOTES IS 
CALCULATED IN ALL NEW MEXICO COUNTIES 

It was noticed by a scientist named Dr. Douglas Frank that the 2020 election 

seemed to have an unnaturally high correlation between population, registration, and 

votes in several states which suggested that the number of people in the registration 

database and the number of people who voted was calculated and not counted. This 

group wanted to see if such a correlation existed in New Mexico.  

To understand the evidence in this section, the concept of correlation must be 

explained. Data sets can sometimes be predicted with shapes or equations. Scientists 

use these natural relationships to make predictions about outcomes. How well a data 

set can be described by an equation is called a correlation and it is measured by the 

correlation coefficient. If the correlation between a data set and an equation is perfect, 

the correlation coefficient will be 1. If there is no correlation at all between a data set 

and an equation the correlation will be 0. When scientists are studying natural data 

sets, if they find an equation that can predict a data set with a correlation of 0.6 

to 0.8, that is considered a very strong correlation.  In natural sets of data, it is 

extremely unlikely that correlation coefficients greater than 0.8 will be observed 

on a regular basis. 

Figure 1 is a graph of the population, registration, and votes by age for our state. 

The data used in the analysis comes from the 2019 U.S. Census population estimate 

data and the statewide voting rolls provided by the New Mexico Secretary of State.  
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Figure 1. New Mexico Statewide: Population, Registration, Votes 

 

 From the figure, the population, registration, and votes track almost 

perfectly with each other. All three curves share the same peaks and valleys. The 

shapes seem nearly identical, just offset from one another. The correlation 

coefficient between the population and registration curve is 0.9811 - an almost 

perfect correlation which is highly unlikely.  

 To understand why it is very unlikely that the population, registration, and votes 

could track so closely together, it is helpful to look at this as a historical progression of 

voter registration in another county that was studied by Dr. Frank. Figure 2 is a 3-D 

graph of how the registration curves by age changed over time in a county in 

Pennsylvania. The curve for 2020 had a near-perfect correlation with the population 

curve for this county, while the historical curve for 2002 had a very low correlation 

coefficient with the population curve. It is clear over time how the registration curves 

were slowly filled in to reach the population available.  
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Figure 2. Changes in Voter Curves over Time 

 

Drilling down to the population, registration, and votes curves for Bernalillo 

County - we calculated the ratio between votes to registration for every age between 

18 and 100 (Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3. Bernalillo County Population, Registration, and Votes 
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This yields a set of points that flow in an unnaturally smooth curve when 

graphed. In fact, an equation, called a sixth order polynomial, can be fit to that set of 

points with an almost perfect fit. Figure 4 shows this set of ratios and the equation that 

fits to the data points. The correlation between the data points and the equation is 

0.996, which is also inexplicably high for a natural set of data.  

 

 

 

Figure 4. Bernalillo County Ratios Between Registration and Votes 

 

Figure 4 shows that in Bernalillo County, about 60 percent of 20-year-olds 

voted, 75 percent of 40-year-olds, 90 percent of 70-year-olds voted, etc.  Now we can 

use this equation to predict how many votes will be cast in Bernalillo County based 

only on the number of people who are registered in the county by age. Figure 5 shows 

the population, registrations, votes, and predicted votes for Bernalillo County.  
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Figure 5. Bernalillo County: Population, Registartions, Votes 

 

From the figure, notice that the predicted and actual votes line up almost 

perfectly. In fact, the correlation coefficient between these two curves is 1.000. For a 

natural data set, this outcome is considered nearly impossible unless the outcome was 

calculated by an equation, or algorithm in the first place.   

We might think that this is just a coincidence until we apply this same 

equation from Bernalillo County to every other county in New Mexico and find 

that it yields similar, unnaturally accurate results across the entire state. This 

means that just by looking at the registration and voting data in one county in New 

Mexico, the number of people who vote in each age group can be predicted with 

essentially perfect accuracy across the entire state. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the 

results of this analysis for Lincoln and Santa Fe counties. The graphs for all 33 

counties can be found in Appendix A. 

Predicted and actual votes are a perfect match 
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Figure 6. Lincoln County: Population, Registrations, Votes 

  

Figure 7. Santa Fe County: Population, Registrations, Votes 

 

Predicted and actual votes 

are a near-perfect match 

Predicted and actual votes 

are a perfect match 
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This phenomenon is statistically impossible to occur in a natural data set. 

After all, the demographics across New Mexico counties vary widely – some 

have college towns, some are very rural, some have large urban centers, county 

populations vary widely, tourist counties have large transient populations. Based 

on these huge differences between counties, it would not be expected that each 

age group in every county would behave in exactly the same, predictable 

manner.   

The improbability of this happening randomly in the real world can be visualized 

by using a 57-sided die, with each side numbered 34 to 90 to represent a possible 

turnout percentage for each age group. The die is rolled 83 times for each year of age 

between 18 and 100 and the results are logged. For example, for County 1 let’s say we 

get this set of numbers: 

 

COUNTY 1 Turnout by Age 

AGE: 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 … 100 

Roll Result: 58% 59% 60% 61% 62% 63% 64% … 34% 

 

Then we do this again for County 2 and get the exact same set of numbers, in 

the same order: 

 

COUNTY 2 Turnout by Age 

AGE: 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 … 100 

Roll Result: 58% 59% 60% 61% 62% 63% 64% … 34% 

 

Then that process with the die is repeated for all 33 counties in New 

Mexico, and the same set of numbers is obtained in order, every single time. It is 

far more likely that one person could win the lottery 33 times in a row than the 

votes by age in each county in a state could be nearly perfectly predicted with an 

equation. Then repeat this example by the number of states that have been shown to 

display this same phenomenon, which include Colorado, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and 

many others.  

This is extremely strong evidence that how many people in each age group 

who were going to vote in 2020 was predetermined with an algorithm. It is very 
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likely that after everyone who was going to vote had voted, “ghost voters” were then 

injected into the totals so that the votes curve would fill out the predetermined outcome 

that matched the equation. The votes of these ghost voters could be manipulated as 

needed based on the votes that were legitimately cast so that certain candidates up 

and down the ballot would win their races. More on this analysis and where these 

“ghost voters” might have come from will be discussed in later sections. 

 

2.2 REGISTRATION DATABASE IS CONSTANTLY MANIPULATED 

  The Secretary of State’s own monthly reports and the voter registration 

database were analyzed, and patterns were revealed that are completely 

inconsistent with naturally occurring sets of data. This analysis indicates the 

voter registration database is constantly being artificially manipulated and has 

been for many years. 

 

2.2.1 VOTER REGISTRATION TRENDS FROM SOS MONTHLY DATA 
INDICATE STATEWIDE FRAUD 

Using the monthly statewide voter registration reports from the New Mexico 

SOS, Figure 8 shows the percentage change in the voter rolls for January 2016 

through December 2017, which includes the 2016 presidential election. Figure 9 

shows the same information for January 2018 through December 2019, which includes 

mid-term federal elections. Figure 10 shows the same information for January 2020 

through July 2021, which includes the 2020 presidential election.   

From the figures, registration trends track together in almost all New 

Mexico counties over the full five and a half years shown. It is impossible given the 

wide differences in demographics between all our 33 counties that nearly identical 

increases or decreases in registration would occur every month over that long a 

period. Yet the voter registration history shows that is exactly what happened. In fact, 

the county curves have correlations with each other as high as 0.99. This indicates that 

the entire state voter database is being inflated and deflated artificially. Around the 

summer of 2021, some counties seem to fall out of the percentage control. This is 

likely because they were close to or exceeding their entire population (see Section 

3.2).  
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Figure 8. Percent Change in Registration by County from Jan 2016 to Dec 2017 

2016 Presidential Election 

Steep drop off in registration 

in every county 

Block editing in every county, 

corrected the following month 

All counties inflated leading 

up to the election  
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Figure 9. Percent Change in Registration by County from Jan 2018 to Dec 2019 

 

2018 Midterms 

Block editing in every county, 

corrected the following month 

Steep drop off in registration 

in every county 

All counties inflated leading 

up to the election  
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Figure 10. Percent Change in Registration by County from Jan 2019 to July 2021 

 

2020 Presidential Election 

All counties inflated leading 

up to the election  

Steep drop off in registration 

in every county Harding and Quay Counties drop out of 

percentage control, likely due to registrations 

exceeding population 
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In addition to the impossibility that all the counties would track together like the 

SOS data shows, consider that the entire state was on some form of lockdown from 

March 2020 through the spring of 2021. Yet, the voter roll history shows that 

approximately 77,000 total voters were added to the voter rolls statewide from January 

to November 2020, an increase of 6.0 percent in only 11 months. This large increase 

can be seen in Figure 10. It defies logic that such a large increase could have 

occurred during the time the state was locked down and the normal means of 

registering voters were closed: college campuses were closed to students, the 

Department of Motor Vehicles offices were closed throughout the state, and the 

governor discouraged door-to-door interactions for political purposes.3   

The disparity between the growth-rate of the statewide voter rolls from 2016 to 

2020 is even more alarming when compared to the population growth of the state 

which was only 0.2 percent per year. This means that registrants were added to the 

voter rolls 34 times faster than the state’s growth in population. 

Figures 9 and 10 prove the entire voter registration database is manipulated 

and corrupted at will. It is unclear who is doing this, but this manipulation has been 

going on so long that the entire voter registration database is corrupt and must be 

rebuilt with only genuine registrants and with real security that cannot be hacked in this 

way at either the county or state levels. Section 4.1 shows that third parties have been 

given enhanced access to the voter registration database in New Mexico by the SOS. 

This must cease immediately. Investigations must be started to expose the continuing 

exploitation of voters. 

 

2.2.2 DAILY COUNTY VOTER REGISTRATION TRENDS SHOW AN 
ALGORITHM IS ADDING VOTERS  

The previous section shows that the entire state voter rolls are being manipulated 

in a block. More information about how this is being done can be found by extracting 

daily registration trends from the state voter rolls. Figure 11 and 12 shows the total 

daily registrations for Republicans and Democrats in Dona Ana and San Juan Counties 

from 2016 through 2021. Figure 13 shows the statewide total daily registrations from 

2019 through 2021. Appendix I contains the daily registration graphs for all 33 

counties. 

 
3 https://www.foxnews.com/politics/new-mexico-governor-door-knocking-protests-coronavirus 
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The figures show that whether looking at individual counties or the 

statewide behavior, the daily registration curves have nearly identical shapes 

with spikes occurring in all counties approximately a month before the primary 

and general elections. An unusual number of daily, coordinated, spikes are seen in 

the data around the November 2020 election in every county leading up to and following 

the election. Section 3.4 shows that 50,000 voters statewide were added to the 

rolls over several months following the election, indicating backfilling of voters 

and votes may have been going on. It is impossible that any of this could happen 

in a natural data set with honest record keeping of real registrants. 
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Figure 11. Daily Registrations in Dona Ana County from 2016 to 2021 
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Figure 12. Daily Registrations in San Juan County from 2016 to 2021 
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Figure 13. Statewide Daily Registrations 2019 to 2021 
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  Zooming in on the daily curve for Dona Ana County shown in Figure 11 creates 

Figure 14. When we look closely at a few months of this data at a time we see clearly 

that the registrations are not natural. The figure shows a repeating weekly, two-peaked 

hill pattern with almost identical maximum and minimum daily injections of registrants 

for several months at a time.  

 

 

Figure 14. Daily Registrations in Dona Ana County in First Half of 2021 

 

In a natural data set, new registrations come in randomly and existing 

registrations are updated as people happened to renew their license at the DMV, 

attended a rally, had an activist arrive at their door or stop them on the sidewalk and 

ask them to register, or update their registration if they moved. These things are not 

coordinated county by county, or across the state. They would tend to occur in spurts.  

However, the voter roll data clearly shows that the weekly patterns repeat across 

counties for years at a time. The pattern is even more troubling when viewed at the 

state level and with the party registration included as shown in Figure 15. 

 

Same repeating  

weekly pattern 
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Figure 15. Daily Registrations in Dona Ana County in First Half of 2021 

 

From the figure, not only are the weekly patterns unnaturally similar, but even the 

parties assigned to the new registrants come in at the same ratios. Again, it is 

impossible that these daily injections to the voter rolls could have the same 

patterns repeat over time and from county to county and across the state without 

being calculated with an algorithm.  

Further proof is provided when the first and second derivatives of the daily 

registrants are plotted as shown in Figure 16. The first derivative is the slope of a line, 

and the second derivative is the slope of the first derivative. The shape of the 

derivatives mimic each other and reveal that the original daily registration curve was 

almost certainly derived from some form of the Euler decay function expressed as 

N=No*e-λt. This function is the only type of function where multiple derivatives can be 

taken and they will all have the same shape.  
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Figure 16. First and Second Derivatives of Daily Registrations Show They are 

Controlled with an Euler Decay Function 

 

Figure 16 shows the first and second derivative of the statewide daily 

registrations oscillating around the same horizontal line as is unique to the Euler 

decay function. The patterns in the daily registrations observed are absolutely not 

possible to achieve from a natural data set based on the random behavior of real 

people. This is further proof that the voter rolls in New Mexico have been 

completely controlled for many years.  

  

2.2.3 REGISTRATION DATABASE IS BEING MANIPULATED AT THE PARTY 
LEVEL 

In order to inject voters into the registration rolls in New Mexico with nonexistent 

voters, they must be assigned a party affiliation or “decline to state” (DTS) status. That 

means whoever is manipulating the voter rolls is choosing which party is given 

advantage over the others.  By grouping the daily injections into the Dona Ana County 

voter rolls, as discussed in the previous section, into monthly registrations, we can plot 
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the history of these monthly registrations over a long period of time. Figure 17 shows 

the monthly registrations by party for Dona Ana County.  

 

Figure 17. Dona Ana County Monthly Registrations by Party 

 

From 1965 through 1980, more Democrats were being registered than 

Republicans but there were some months that Republicans performed better. The 

actual registrations bounced around the average as would be expected in a natural data 

set where the parties efforts to register voters would vary during any given month. 

However, since the mid-1990’s the randomness slowly disappears and the variation in 

possible registration numbers converges to a much smaller, unnaturally small range of 

values. From January 2017 through June 2021, both Republican and Democrat 

registrations have been controlled within a tiny window that did not vary more than 7 

percentage points from the average. This would never happen in a natural dataset. 

The voter rolls in Dona Ana and across the state appear to be fully controlled 

down to the party registration. 

Apparent Controlled 

Behavior 

Apparent Random 

Behavior 
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2.3 TIME STAMPED DATA REPORTED BY MEDIA OUTLETS SHOW A CONTOL 
ALGORITHM WAS APPLIED TO VOTES BEING REPORTED  

On election night, media outlets across the country reported results as they were 

coming in. The media use what are called json files, which are compiled in the Edison 

database to display ongoing tallies on broadcasts for many races across the country. 

The json files are publicly available and show the time reports were updated, the total 

votes cast in a district or state, and the percent allotted to each candidate. It is simple 

to use this data to calculate how many votes were allotted to each candidate at each 

time-stamped update and show running totals for races across the country. 

The data in these time-stamped updates should be relatively random as results 

from different precincts are being tallied and reported. The percentage that goes to 

each candidate for each update should constantly be changing with each incoming set 

of data. And the total number of votes for all candidates should always be 

increasing, since vote counting is an additive process.  

However, following the November 2020 election, many scientists and 

mathematicians across the country noticed unnatural repetitions of percentages in this 

data, and strange reductions in total votes at different times. Viewers watching the 

results at home noticed several instances where the total reported on the screen 

would suddenly decrease. Sometimes an update would show a significant 

increase for one candidate, with no change at all for the other candidate. This 

indicates that a very large number of votes just got reported and 100 percent of 

them went to one candidate.   

A registered professional engineer and senior cyber expert employed at Sandia 

National Labs, Lisa Batsch-Smith, also noticed these anomalies and downloaded the 

publicly available json data to see what was going on. She plotted the ratio of the 

percentage of the votes that went to Republican candidates to the percentage of votes 

that went to Democrat candidates at each time stamp over the reporting period. She 

noticed that votes appeared to be switched and flipped throughout the reporting period 

between the Republican, Democrat, and third-party candidates. She also could see 

that the percentage of the Republican to Democrat votes appeared to be forced to 

approach a constant value and be held there even over many time stamped updates.  

In a natural set of data, it is impossible that a random set of data of incoming 

votes would always come in with the exact same percentage of votes for Republicans 
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to Democrats.  However, mechanical systems which are controlled by proportional-

integral-derivative (PID) controllers make similar things happen. Thermostats and 

automobile cruise control are examples of PID controllers. What is being observed in 

the election data is like setting the cruise control of a car to 65 miles per hour. If the car 

starts to climb a hill, the car will inject more fuel to make the engine speed up and stay 

at 65 mph. If the car starts to go downhill, the car will let up on the fuel so that the car 

will not exceed 65 mph. When the car is on a straightaway, the fuel being injected into 

the car remains constant. In the 2020 election, the json data files show the same 

injection and leveling off of votes happening within the json data files being reported. At 

the beginning of the night, the car was going up and down hills and the percentage 

control was being applied to the votes coming in to force it to approach the set point. 

As the night went on, the votes were under control, like the car on the straightaway.   

Ms. Batsch-Smith has analyzed data from all 50 states in this manner and each 

one of them has demonstrated behavior consistent with output created by a PID control 

algorithm. Some appear more dramatic than others due to how far the set point was 

from how the actual votes were being cast. The swing states under the most 

controversy appear to have two set points – the initial set point was what the vote 

tallies were approaching late in the evening on November 3rd, then the algorithm was 

adjusted, and the swing states were forced to approach a second set point in the hours 

following the vote-counting halt in the swing states. Figure 18 through Figure 21 show 

the results of this data analysis for Colorado, Georgia, Michigan, and New Mexico 

respectively. Appendix B includes an affidavit completed by Ms. Batsch-Smith with a 

more detailed explanation of her method and findings. 
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Figure 18. Apparent Percentage Control Set for Colorado 

 

 

This tooth-shape is common in PID control 

output curves and was noticed in several 

states as well as the daily registration curve 

in New Mexico 

Multiple time stamps came in 

with the same percentage of 

Trump and Biden votes 
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Figure 19. Apparent Percentage Control for Georgia 

 

This hook-shape is common in PID control 

output curves and was noticed in several 

states 

Multiple vote increments came in with the 

exact same percentages to Trump and 

Biden over several days of updates 
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Figure 20. Apparent Percentage Control for Michigan 

 

 

This hook-shape is common in PID control 

output curves and was noticed in several 

states 

Multiple vote increments came in with the 

exact same percentages to Trump and 

Biden over several days of updates 
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Figure 21. Apparent Percentage Control for New Mexico 

Multiple vote increments came in with the 

exact same percentages to Trump and 

Biden over several days of updates 
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 The curves shown in Figure 18 through Figure 21 could not have come about 

from a real, ballot counting processes. It cannot be determined from these final curves 

exactly where the calculated data came from. Was it corrupted at the tabulators, when 

precinct reports were being made, at the state level, or was it intercepted and altered in 

the Edison database? The following sections will provide good evidence that it was 

most likely corrupted as it was processed in the voting systems themselves. Most of 

our County Clerks are probably completely unaware that the votes in their counties 

were being manipulated to result in these reporting curves.  

 

3 ANOMOLIES THROUGHOUT VOTER ROLLS AND ELECTION RESULTS 

 

As would be expected in a registration database and election results that 

were being manipulated, numerous anomalies appear throughout the data. This 

section will provide further proof that New Mexico did not have an honest 

election in November 2020.  

 

3.1 VOTER REGISTRATION TRENDS DO NOT CORRELATE WITH ELECTION 
RESULTS 

Captain Seth Keshel, former military intelligence officer, is nationally known for 

correctly predicting the outcome of the presidential race in all 50 states in 2016. His 

method relies on tracking the historical range of voter turnout, voter registration trends, 

and historical outcomes. For the past 100 years, election results have always trended 

with party registration. For example, if one party saw a greater increase in registration 

than the other, that party saw a greater turnout for candidates of that party when the 

election came.  

There are also historically established relationships between how the working-

class votes and election outcomes – this phenomenon is described by the concept of 

“bellwether counties.” There are 19 bellwether counties in the U.S. – Valencia and 

Hidalgo Counties in New Mexico are two of these, and the rest are located on the East 

Coast and in the Midwest with one in Washington state. For several decades, the 

outcome of the presidential race in these counties correctly predicted the outcome of 

the presidential race. In 2020, the outcome of 18 of these counties somehow did not 
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match the outcome of the presidential race. This fact alone got the attention of 

thousands of analysts throughout the nation. 

New Mexico is generally described as a blue state, but registration trends show 

that the margin in registrations between Democrats and Republicans has been 

tightening since 2008. Between 2016 and 2020, the overall party registration for the 

Democrat party fell by two percent in New Mexico, while the Republican party held 

constant. See Figure 22. 

Republican Stronghold

20 States
Regularly 12+% Rep.
None Blue since 1996 (ex. IN – 2008)

Increasing Republican

2 States – FL and NC
Verified with Results and Registrations
Getting tougher for Dems

Tightening Republican

3 States – GA, TX, and AZ
None Blue since 1996
Gradually tightening races

Democrat Stronghold

9 States + DC
Regularly 12+% Dem.
None Red since 1988

Increasing Democrat

2 States – VA and CO
Blue since 2008
Getting tougher for GOP

Tightening Democrat

8 States
None Red since 2004
Gradually tightening races

Working Class Coalition Shift

6 States
Dem. Peak was 2008
All began GOP Trend in 2012
PA, MI, WI, IA, OH flip GOP 2016
Verified with Results and Registrations

Presidential Trend Map
2008 - 2020

 

Figure 22. Presidential Trend Map 2008 - 2020 

 

Based on historical analysis, the margin of victory for Democrats would be 

expected to continue to decrease in 2020 as it has every cycle since 2008. However, 

instead of following expected trends 2020 saw an enormous increase in total votes for 

Democrats statewide.  

Drilling down to the county level, all but six New Mexico counties saw a decrease 

in registrations for Democrats, by as much as 17 percent. But many of these counties 

did not see a corresponding vote shift that has always accompanied changes in 

registration nationwide. New Mexico counties were ranked by Captain Keshel 

according to how far off the results of the presidential race were to what would be 

expected based on voting and registration trends in each county (see Figure 23). The 

counties which were the farthest from the expected results are shown in red and are 
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highly suspected of significant amounts of fraud. Yellow counties are considered to 

have had likely fraud. And green county results fell within the ranges that would have 

been expected when analyzing this data. This does not mean that fraud did not occur 

in the “green” counties since we have shown that manipulation of the votes and voter 

database is occurring in every county. 

 

Key: Red - likely fraud, Yellow - potential fraud, Green – least potential for fraud 

Figure 23. New Mexico Counties Ranked By Potential Fraud in 2020 

 

From the figure, most counties did not behave as expected according to historical 

registration trends and total turnout. 

 

3.2 MORE VOTERS THAN RESIDENTS IN SEVERAL COUNTIES 

From the population/registration/vote analysis described in Section 2.1, 25 of our 

33 counties had more registrants and/or voters for certain ages than even live in the 

county (see Table 6). This is obvious fraud. Figure 24 through Figure 26 show three 

counties where this problem is obvious. 
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Figure 24. Votes and Registrations Exceeding Population, Harding County 

 

 

Figure 25. Votes and Registrations Exceeding Population, Mora County 

Registrations and votes exceed the 

county’s population 

Registrations and votes exceed the 

county’s population  
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Figure 26. Votes and Registrations Exceeding Population, Los Alamos County 

 

In a secure and maintained registration database and in a legally run 

election, it is impossible for either registrations or votes to exceed the number of 

people who live in the county. This is proof election fraud happened in New 

Mexico. 

 

3.3 SERIOUS ANOMOLIES WITH ABSENTEE BALLOT VOTING  

Absentee ballots have been a subject of debate as they are more susceptible to 

fraud than all other types of voting. The 2005 Commission on Federal Election Reform, 

co-chaired by Former President Jimmy Carter said, “Absentee ballots remain the 

largest source of potential voter fraud.” Many countries will not use them at all, and 

many states severely restrict how they may be used. The 2020 election was expected 

to have an increase in absentee ballots cast nationwide because of government 

lockdowns, but many warned against their unrestricted use leading up to the November 

2020 elections.  

Registrations and votes exceed the 

county’s population 
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State and local governments encouraged the use of absentee voting despite 

warnings of an increase in possible fraud. County clerks sent out unsolicited absentee 

ballot applications to all registered voters. Non-neutral, third-party groups sent multiple 

voter registration and absentee ballots applications indiscriminately to most residents in 

New Mexico. Often these third-party mailers were addressed to next-of-kin who had 

never lived in New Mexico and former residents, making it clear there was no good-

faith effort on the part of these third-parties to see that these mailers only went to 

eligible, or registered voters. In fact, many New Mexico residents complained that the 

massive number of mailers seemed to be asking for voter fraud. Appendix F contains 

an example of one of these mailers. 

The New Mexico SOS also implemented the use of ballot drop boxes where 

ballots could be dropped off anytime by anyone and not sent through the US Postal 

Service. Security measures were not put in place at many of these drop box locations 

in blatant contradiction to chain of custody standards which led to a lawsuit being filed 

against the SOS.4  

All these factors led to an increase in absentee voting in the 2020 General 

election which far exceeded expectations in most counties in New Mexico. Using the 

2020 Primary as an indicator, since lockdown conditions were similar in June and 

November of 2020, an increase of approximately 200 percent might be expected over 

typical turnout through absentee voting.5 Table 2 shows the registration and voter 

turnout percentages for the November 2020 election as well as increase in absentee 

ballot voting over the 2016 numbers for the November 2020 election.   

 

 
4 https://pinonpost.com/nm-gop-victorious-in-legal-battle-to-correct-absentee-voting-drop-box-

violation/  

5 https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/10/13/mail-in-voting-became-much-more-

common-in-2020-primaries-as-covid-19-spread/  
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Table 2. Increase in Absentee Voting in November 2020 over 2016 

County 
Increase in Absentee 

Voting Over 2016 
Exceeds National 

Average from Primary 
 Bernalillo  390% Yes 
 Catron  89% - 
 Chaves  12% - 
 Cibola  331% Yes 
 Colfax  279% Yes 
 Curry  360% Yes 
 DeBaca  164% - 
 Dona Ana  705% Yes 
 Eddy  219% Yes 
 Grant  9% - 
 Guadalupe  162% - 
 Harding  17% - 
 Hidalgo  106% - 
 Lea  175% - 
 Lincoln  181% - 
 Los Alamos  497% Yes 
 Luna  343% Yes 
 McKinley  114% - 
 Mora  254% Yes 
 Otero  319% Yes 
 Quay  232% Yes 
 Rio Arriba  631% Yes 
 Roosevelt  -39% - 
 San Juan  312% Yes 
 San Miguel  576% Yes 
 Sandoval  390% Yes 
 Santa Fe  595% Yes 
 Sierra   - 
 Socorro  216% Yes 
 Taos  562% Yes 
 Torrance  233% Yes 
 Union  79% - 
 Valencia  115% - 
AVERAGE 270% Yes 

Source: NM SOS website 

 

From the table, most New Mexico counties exceed the absentee ballot turnout 

that would have been expected based on the primary election that occurred just a few 

months prior. The increase in absentee votes of 705 percent in Dona Ana County 

is extremely concerning, as are the extremely high rates of absentee voting in 

Rio Arriba, Los Alamos, San Miguel, Santa Fe, Sandoval, and Taos Counties. 

 If there is a significant amount of cheating going on with absentee ballots, it 

would show up with anomalous results in the absentee ballots as compared to early 

and Election Day voting. The results by type of vote (early, absentee, Election Day) for 

November 2020 were downloaded in January 2021, but have since been deleted for 
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2020 and 2016 by the SOS. In addition, this group has obtained the tabulator tapes for 

ten counties which were used to check the numbers reported by the SOS. In only one 

county did the tabulator tapes exactly match the SOS reported numbers. In 

almost all other counties checked, the SOS numbers reported fewer votes for 

Trump and more for Biden for early, Election Day and Absentee ballots.  

Table 3 shows the total vote broken out by early voting, Election Day, and 

absentee voting as the percentage of Trump votes divided by the percentage of Biden 

votes to make them easily comparable. All numbers greater than 100 percent indicate 

a Trump win, while numbers less than 100 percent indicate a Biden win. Where the 

SOS numbers disagreed with the tabulator tape numbers, the tabulator tape numbers 

are used. The shaded entries indicate a Biden win for that portion of the vote. 
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Table 3. Absentee Ballots Have Anomalous Results in All Counties 

County 

Total 
Trump/ 

Biden Votes 

Early 
Trump/ 

Biden Votes 

Election Day 
Trump/ Biden 

Votes 

Average In-
Person Trump/ 

Biden Votes 

Absentee 
Trump/ Biden 

Votes 

Factor Absentee 
Ballots are Off from 

In-Person 

Lea 407% 609% 371% 537% 114% 429% 

Union 362% 455% 424% 439% 171% 256% 

Eddy 322% 502% 311% 407% 85% 477% 

Catron* 285% 321% 530% 426% 114% 374% 

DeBaca* 284% 384% 539% 462% 91% 510% 

Roosevelt 257% 363% 289% 326% 86% 378% 

Chaves 245% 331% 270% 300% 86% 351% 

Curry+ 242% 365% 260% 312% 95% 328% 

Quay 225% 278% 366% 322% 83% 389% 

Lincoln* 217% 297% 374% 336% 89% 379% 

Torrance 204% 315% 308% 311% 82% 379% 

San Juan 182% 263% 147% 205% 83% 247% 

Harding* 178% 280% 122% 201% 140% 144% 

Otero+ 171% 256% 217% 237% 66% 360% 

Sierra 156% 213% 296% 255% 59% 434% 

Hidalgo 136% 152% 241% 196% 65% 300% 

Colfax+ 125% 179% 234% 206% 54% 383% 

Luna 124% 187% 134% 161% 50% 322% 

Valencia* 122% 215% 191% 203% 50% 407% 

Socorro 87% 107% 146% 127% 33% 383% 

Grant 86% 110% 179% 144% 37% 388% 

Sandoval 84% 143% 101% 122% 38% 317% 

Cibola* 84% 128% 76% 102% 37% 274% 

Guadalupe 74% 109% 131% 120% 37% 322% 

Dona Ana* 68% 100% 95% 97% 29% 330% 

Bernalillo 60% 95% 97% 96% 30% 321% 

Los Alamos 57% 79% 166% 122% 26% 464% 

Mora 52% 55% 73% 64% 29% 221% 

Rio Arriba 49% 52% 76% 64% 24% 268% 

San Miguel 43% 57% 86% 72% 23% 318% 

McKinley 43% 45% 51% 48% 23% 214% 

Santa Fe 29% 43% 75% 59% 14% 434% 

Taos 28% 29% 64% 47% 14% 342% 

AVERAGE 154% 216% 213% 216% 62% 347% 

*Tabulator tape results are shown in the table and do not match totals reported by the SOS which were generally less in favor of Trump 

+Tabulator tapes matched the SOS's reported numbers 
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Comparing the “Average In-Person Trump/Biden Votes” to the “Absentee 

Trump/Biden Votes” shows how much absentee voting seems to favor the 

Democrat candidate. The absentee ballots showed extremely anomalous results 

as compared to in-person voting. In fact, the results were off by as much as 510 

percent over in-person voting. For example, in Dona Ana County, Trump was 

competitive with Biden in in-person voting, but the absentee ballots came in over 3 to 1 

for Biden. In Catron County, Trump was getting about four votes for every Biden vote, 

but in the absentee ballots the two candidates were competitive.   

Leading up to the November 2020 election, the media dedicated a lot of time to 

predicting that more Democrats would choose to vote by mail rather than in-person 

because of their increased tendency to want to avoid being out in public during the 

COVID pandemic. Polls were conducted before the election to try to quantify how much 

of an increase in Democrat votes over Republican votes should be expected in mail-in 

votes. One poll predicted an increase of as much as 25 points for Democrats over 

Republicans.6  However, Table 3 shows as much as a 510 percent increase – 20 times 

higher than the prediction based on polling.  

Not only are the absentee ballot results extremely inconsistent with in-person 

voting, and expectations based on polling, they also don’t make any sense in relation 

to historical trends. Table 4 shows the historical trends in the Republican/Democrat 

ratio for the presidential election years 2004 through 2020.  The shaded entries 

indicate a Democrat win for that portion of the vote. 

 

 
6 https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/more-democrats-than-republicans-plan-to-vote-by-

mail-our-study-finds-that-could-affect-the-results/ar-BB19P2HD 
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Table 4. Historic Republican/Democrat Absentee Ratios 

County 

2004 
Republican/ 

Democrat Votes 

2008 
Republican/ 

Democrat Votes 

2012 
Republican/ 

Democrat Votes 

2016 
Absentee 

Trump/ Biden 
Votes 

2020 
Republican/ 

Democrat Votes 

Percent 2020 
Absentee Ballots 

are Off from 
Historical Ratios 

Lea 492% 340% 387% 366% 114% 346% 

Union 395% 247% 349% 243% 171% 180% 

Eddy 171% 115% 236% 369% 85% 261% 

Catron 201% 177% 248% 399% 114% 225% 

DeBaca 240% 197% 207% 261% 91% 250% 

Roosevelt 311% 152% 295% 265% 86% 297% 

Chavez No Record 177% 267% 182% 86% 244% 

Curry 355% 211% 280% 277% 95% 295% 

Quay 188% 186% 153% 244% 83% 233% 

Lincoln 194% 200% 185% 144% 89% 204% 

Torrance 180% 127% 176% 295% 82% 236% 

San Juan 246% 232% 305% 226% 83% 304% 

Harding 118% 141% 133% 147% 140% 97% 

Otero 190% 147% 209% 177% 66% 275% 

Sierra 174% 162% 154% 163% 59% 278% 

Hidalgo 111% 101% 58% 108% 65% 145% 

Colfax No Record 62% 98% 123% 54% 176% 

Luna 161% 122% 150% 91% 50% 263% 

Valencia 130% 83% 102% 199% 50% 258% 

Socorro 74% 53% 59% 88% 33% 207% 

Grant 91% 59% 77% 82% 37% 207% 

Sandoval 93% 70% 100% 77% 38% 221% 

Cibola 87% 60% 55% 67% 37% 180% 

Guadalupe 60% 41% 31% 73% 37% 137% 

Dona Ana 59% 58% 95% 77% 29% 246% 

Bernalillo 85% 48% 98% 47% 30% 233% 

Los Alamos 108% 70% 66% 42% 26% 270% 

Mora 51% 35% 25% 35% 29% 125% 

Rio Arriba 49% 30% 37% 54% 24% 179% 

San Miguel 38% 22% 35% 46% 23% 155% 

McKinley 73% 73% 83% 36% 23% 294% 

Santa Fe 28% 21% 35% 24% 14% 201% 

Taos 38% 17% 30% 28% 14% 207% 

AVERAGE 154% 116% 146% 153% 62% 225% 
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From the table, the absentee ballot results from 2020 are extremely 

anomalous when compared to historical norms – they are off by an average of 

225 percent. Fifteen counties that historically favored the Republican candidate, 

suddenly voted Democrat in absentee voting in 2020. All 33 counties saw a large 

decrease in their typical Republican/Democrat vote ratio for absentee bllots in 

2020.  

Based on the likely existence of “ghost voters” discussed in Section 2.1, 

the extremely high increase in absentee ballot voting would have been a perfect 

mechanism for delivering these votes to the county clerks and the outcome 

would suggest that that’s exactly what happened. Another view of how in-person 

voting has related to absentee voting from 2004 through 2020 is shown in Figure 27 

through Figure 31. The graphs show the county Republican to Democrat ratio and 

rank the counties in order from the most Republican on the left to the most Democrat 

on the right. All counties that have final results above 100 percent were won by the 

Republican candidate and all counties that have final results below 100 percent were 

won by the Democrat candidate. 

 

 

Figure 27. In-Person, Absentee, and Total Votes, 2004 General Election 

In-person and absentee voting are in 

the same ballpark as the final results 

in all counties 
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Figure 28. In-Person, Absentee, and Total Votes, 2008 General Election 

 

 

Figure 29. In-Person, Absentee, and Total Votes, 2012 General Election 

In-person and absentee voting are in 

the same ballpark as the final results 

in all counties 

In-person and absentee voting are in 

the same ballpark as the final results 

in all counties 
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Figure 30. In-Person, Absentee, and Total Votes, 2016 General Election 

 

 

Figure 31. In-Person, Absentee, and Total Votes, 2020 General Election 

In-person and absentee voting are in 

the same ballpark as the final results 

in all counties 

Absentee voting is nowhere near the 

in-person results in any county. 

Fraud in absentee ballots would 

skew the results curve downward 
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Figure 27 through Figure 31 show that up until the 2020 election the results of 

both in-person and absentee voting were in the same ballpark as the final totals. In 

2020 the results of the absentee votes are extremely anomalous in comparison 

to in-person results in every county in the state. It appears this was done to pull the 

total vote curve down to secure Democrat wins up and down the ballot throughout the 

state.  Figure 32 is another view of how unlikely the results of the 2020 absentee ballot 

voting were. The graph shows how far off the absentee ballot results were from in-

person voting for all the presidential elections since 2004. Up until 2016, the ratios 

bounced around the 100 percent mark for all counties, meaning they were in the same 

ballpark as in-person voting. Then in 2020, the absentee ballot results jumped off the 

chart. 

 

 

Figure 32. Absentee Voting Historical Relationship to In-Person Voting 

 

From the figure, the results of the absentee ballots defy historical norms 

and cannot be trusted. The SOS, Maggie Toulouse Oliver, seems overly 

unconcerned of the warning signs that voter fraud may be occurring through absentee 
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ballots. Also, on July 22, 2021 the SOS office proposed rule changes that would make 

drop boxes a permanent feature of our elections and would significantly relax the 

standards of acceptance of absentee ballots. This move made the SOS look complicit 

in some drop box strategy due to the fact that New Mexicans have voiced they are not 

in favor of this change. Nearly 100 letters of objection to these changes were received 

by the SOS office.7 In 2021, the SOS and the legislature have made it legal to register 

to vote on election day at any precinct.  These changes ensure that there will be no 

way to limit or detect ghost voters and suggest the SOS has illegitimate plans to 

tamper with our elections.  

 

3.4 LARGE NUMBERS OF VOTERS WHO REGISTERED WHO ARE NOTED AS 
HAVING REGISTERED AFTER ELECTION DAY, 100+ YEAR OLD VOTERS 

  We analyzed a copy of the New Mexico voter rolls that were current as of July 1, 

2021. The rolls show that approximately 50,000 people have registration dates on 

or after the November 2020 election but show as having voted on November 3rd. 

The registration dates for these voters range from election day until well into 

2021.  How are voters being added to the voter rolls after they voted in an 

election?  Given the high likelihood that ballot stuffing of “ghost voters” occurred 

as described throughout this report, some explanation for these late registration 

dates needs to be provided to New Mexicans. These votes are more than enough 

to affect the outcome of a huge number of races up and down the ballot in New 

Mexico. 

  There are also a significant number of voters 100 years and older on the rolls 

who show as still voting. The oldest voter was 120 years old. Another voter in Bernalillo 

County was 118 years old and had a 2020 registration date. Table 5 shows the number 

of late registrations and 100+ voters by county. 

  

 
7 https://www.sos.state.nm.us/legislation-and-lobbying/legal-resources/rulemaking/secured-

containers/#  
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Table 5. Late Registrations and 100+ Voters by County 

County 

Number of 
People Age 

100+ On Rolls 

Number of 
People 

Age 100+ 
Who 

Voted 

Number of 
People Who 
Voted and 

Registered ON 
Election Day 

Number of People 
Who Voted and 

Registered AFTER 
Election Day 

 Bernalillo  139 54 312 18,599 
 Catron  1 0 50 89 
 Chaves  21 7 20 1,047 
 Cibola  14 1 37 459 
 Colfax  1 0 3 269 
 Curry  9 6 73 931 
 DeBaca  2 1 0 19 
 Dona Ana  63 18 98 4,950 
 Eddy  7 4 2 855 
 Grant  15 1 9 743 
 Guadalupe  3 1 2 63 
 Harding  1 0 0 8 
 Hidalgo  0 0 0 44 
 Lea  5 0 72 755 
 Lincoln  5 0 41 344 
 Los Alamos  6 1 2 672 
 Luna  5 1 10 602 
 McKinley  117 3 31 1,678 
 Mora  8 2 2 64 
 Otero  4 2 91 907 
 Quay  1 1 2 124 
 Rio Arriba  25 14 57 658 
 Roosevelt  3 2 2 453 
 San Juan  29 9 32 3,273 
 San Miguel  39 1 4 526 
 Sandoval  89 7 48 2,953 
 Santa Fe  47 14 51 4,631 
 Sierra  6 0 5 245 
 Socorro  11 0 28 254 
 Taos  60 3 4 523 
 Torrance  2 1 6 329 
 Union  3 1 2 58 
 Valencia  9 3 55 1,707 
TOTALS 750 158 1,151 48,832 

Source: NM Voter Registration Database of Active Voters, July 1, 2021 

 

From the table, the extremely high numbers of registrants show as having 

registered after election day needs to be thoroughly investigated by each county and 

explained by the SOS. Each voter over the age of 100 needs to be confirmed to be 

legitimate, and New Mexico must stop allowing registrations on election day. 

Historically voter rolls were frozen approximately one month before election day to 
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avoid ballot stuffing and election rigging. Even corporations are required by law to set a 

date before a shareholders’ meeting, locking in the list of shareholders of record called 

upon to vote for elections of board members of the corporation. The law surrounding 

our elections should be at least as stringent as they are for corporations. Election law 

in New Mexico has become so permissive that we are inviting voter fraud and a 

“permanently elected” class.  

 

3.5 COUNTIES WITH EXTREMELY HIGH REGISTRATION AND VOTER 
TURNOUT,  

Two indicators of election fraud are anomalies in registration and voter turnout 

percentages in relation to historical norms and nationwide averages. Nationwide, 

approximately 65 percent of eligible voters are also registered.8 All New Mexican 

counties exceeded this national average. According to election data experts, and 

based on historical norms, voter turnout more than 75 percent of those registered can 

indicate potential fraud.9 Several New Mexican counties also exceeded this 

benchmark.  From the population/registration/vote analysis described in Section 2.1 

and presented in Appendix A, several counties show that for certain ages more 

people are registered and voted than even exist in the county for that age group. 

Table 6 is a summary of registration and turnout by county.  

   

 
8 https://www.statista.com/statistics/273743/number-of-registered-voters-in-the-united-states/  

9 https://rumble.com/vcept5-the-data-integrity-group-at-the-georgia-hearing-on-election-

issues.html  
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Table 6. County Registration and Turnout Rates 

County 
Registration 
Percentage 

Voter 
Turnout 

Percentage 

Votes or 
Registrations Exceed 

Population for 
Certain Age Groups 

Indication of Potential 
Fraud based on High 

or Impossible 
Percentages 

 Bernalillo  77% 78% - Yes 
 Catron  95% 79% Yes Yes 
 Chaves  69% 68% - Yes 
 Cibola  71% 61% Yes Yes 
 Colfax  85% 72% Yes Yes 
 Curry  66% 63% - Yes 
 DeBaca  93% 74% Yes Yes 
 Dona Ana  74% 68% - Yes 
 Eddy  78% 69% - Yes 
 Grant  89% 75% Yes Yes 
 Guadalupe  98% 66% Yes Yes 
 Harding  125% 78% Yes Yes 
 Hidalgo  93% 66% Yes Yes 
 Lea  69% 61% Yes Yes 
 Lincoln  86% 75% Yes Yes 
 Los Alamos  98% 83% Yes Yes 
 Luna  80% 64% Yes Yes 
 McKinley  86% 60% Yes Yes 
 Mora  99% 73% Yes Yes 
 Otero  66% 68% - Yes 
 Quay  82% 73% Yes Yes 
 Rio Arriba  84% 66% Yes Yes 
 Roosevelt  75% 63% Yes Yes 
 San Juan  78% 72% Yes Yes 
 San Miguel  80% 64% Yes Yes 
 Sandoval  87% 77% Yes Yes 
 Santa Fe  83% 80% Yes Yes 
 Sierra  87% 75% Yes Yes 
 Socorro  83% 67% Yes Yes 
 Taos  93% 68% Yes Yes 
 Torrance  78% 76% - Yes 
 Union  75% 72% Yes Yes 
 Valencia  75% 74% - Yes 
AVERAGE 84% 71% Yes Yes 

Source: NM SOS website 

 

The metrics listed in Table 6 are high enough to indicate that fraud exists in all 

New Mexican counties.  It should be noted that approximately 10,000 registrants in 

San Juan County are missing an entry in the registration date field, which is more than 

10 percent of the total registered. This is either fraudulent or extremely sloppy record 

keeping.  
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3.6 VOTER ROLL CANVASSING 

Considering the obvious tampering of the voter registration database, New Mexico 

Audit Force has organized volunteers across the state to canvass addresses from the 

voter rolls to confirm false registrations. Problems discovered so far range from people 

being registered to empty lots, post offices, or commercial addresses. People who have 

moved away are still being shown as registered to an old address, or grown children 

shown as being registered to their parent’s address. There are also many inaccuracies 

in the voter histories – for example, the voter history showing someone voted when they 

didn’t, or showing they voted absentee when they know they voted in person. Based on 

the extreme amount of manipulation that is obvious in the voter registration data, this 

report shows these inaccuracies are primarily created by bad actors and not by the 

individuals listed on the rolls.   

Preliminary estimates show varying degrees of problems from county to county – 

between 10 and 40 percent of the addresses canvassed showing some inaccuracy. 

These numbers are high enough to swing races up and down the ballot. This section 

will be updated when results by county are available.  

 

4   VULNERABLE VOTER ROLLS, THIRD-PARTY INTERFERRANCE 

 

Our own Secretary of State has made our voter registration database easily 

hackable. And the sloppy application of statues and policies give a bad 

impression in some counties. Non-neutral third-parties sent excessive numbers 

of voter registration and absentee ballot applications to New Mexico residents 

with apparent intent to send them to people they knew were not eligible voters in 

New Mexico. 

 

4.1 SECRETARY OF STATE GAVE 1,198 THIRD PARTY GROUPS ACCESS TO 
VOTER REGISTRATION DATABASE 

The disparities discussed in this report point to the likelihood that fraudulent 

names are being added to the voter rolls, votes are being cast on behalf of others 

without their knowledge, or names are being added to the voter rolls that may not 

actually be initiated by citizens of this state. In 2018, correspondence between the 
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SOS office and a third-party organization called “Rock the Vote” indicates that the 

SOS, Maggie Toulouse Oliver, granted Rock the Vote the ability to register voters to 

the state’s database without going through the SOS website (see Appendix E). The 

correspondence shows Rock the Vote was requesting full integration with New 

Mexico voter rolls and their third-party platform as they have already implemented 

in Pennsylvania and Virginia (see Figure 33). The remainder of the conversation took 

place over the phone, which is not subject to open records requests, but it appears the 

SOS granted the request of this third-party group. 

 

 

Figure 33. Third-Party Full Integration with Voter Rolls in PA, VA and Likely NM10 

 

While Rock the Vote claims to be non-partisan, this is obviously not true. 

Figure 34 is an excerpt from their 2016 annual report and states that a clear majority 

of Rock the Vote’s registrants are Democrats.  It introduces a serious security risk 

to the voter rolls to give partisan political entities backdoor access to altering 

 
10 Rock-the-Vote-2018-Annual-Report.pdf (rockthevote.org), page 18 
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the voter rolls. It also gives one party an advantage over another to automatically 

register and track voters and opens the door for bad actors to alter the voter rolls 

outside of the typical security measures and oversight of the SOS office.  However, 

what the SOS did is far worse than giving one biased, third-party enhanced access to 

our voter rolls. Rock the Vote in turn shares their platform with 1,198 partners (see 

Figure 34). It is unlikely our SOS thoroughly vetted each one of these 1,198 

partners before granting them access to our voter registration database, and it is 

impossible that there are no vulnerabilities created by extending access to our 

voter rolls to such an enormous, partisan network. Figure 35 shows that over 75 

percent of “registrants” using Rock the Votes platform come from one of these 1,000+ 

“partners” and not through Rock the Vote itself. 

 

 

Figure 34. Rock the Vote has Large Number of “Partners” 
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Figure 35. Registrants added through Rock the Vote and 1,198 Partners 

 

Rock the Vote’s own numbers show anomalous outcomes results from their 

work. Figure 36 and Figure 37 show claimed voter turnout from the “registrants” 

added by Rock the Vote and their 1,000+ partners in 2014 and 2016 respectively.  

 

 

Figure 36. Rock the Vote Registrants Turnout in 201411 

 

 
11 Rock-the-Vote-2014-Annual-Report.pdf (rockthevote.org), page 6 
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Figure 37. Rock the Vote Registrants Turnout and Vote by Party in 201612 

 

From the figures, Rock the Vote claims that 53 percent of registrants they 

and their partners added to the rolls voted in 2014. This is 17 points higher than 

the national turnout rate which was 36 percent. However, in 2016 they claim an 

astounding 81 percent turnout for their registrants, which is 21 points higher 

than the national turnout rate of 60 percent.  Statistical anomalies like these are 

indications of potential fraud. 

Section 2.2 shows that the voter rolls in all counties are being manipulated on 

a daily basis and in blocks. It needs to be investigated whether Rock the Vote or any of 

their 1,198 partners are a factor in this manipulation. It must also be determined 

whether the SOS played any role in corrupting our voter rolls knowingly or by ignoring 

her duty to safeguard the voter rolls. 

 

 
12 Rock-the-Vote-Annual-Report-V27-SMALL (rockthevote.org), page 6 
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4.2 THIRD PARTY ORGANIZATIONS SENT MULITPLE VOTER REGISTRATION 
FORMS AND ABSENTEE BALLOT APPLICATIONS TO NEW MEXICO 
RESIDENTS 

New Mexico residents reported receiving multiple copies of both voter 

registration forms and absentee ballot applications at their homes. Often, these 

applications were addressed not only to the resident, but also to next of kin, and former 

residents. These mailers included questionable tactics to convince people to either 

register to vote or to request an absentee ballot. For example, a voter registration 

mailer from the Voter Participation Center (VPC), included as Appendix F, listed a 

Santa Fe return address even though the group is headquartered in Washington D.C. 

The letters were worded in a threatening way: “Most eligible citizens are registered to 

vote. As part of our ongoing voter registration program, we will review the publicly 

available voter file in eight weeks to see if you have sent your form.”  

The Voter Participation Center claimed to have “registered more people by mail 

than any other organization in the United States.”13 They also claim that they “work 

with local election officials as well as national, state and local partners to help people 

register to vote and cast their ballots.” The claim that they work with election officials is 

especially problematic since the VCP is a highly partisan organization. Their website 

explicitly voices their support for specific candidates and the radical attempt to 

federalize the election system in bill HR1, which seeks to federalize all elections. Our 

election officials should not be actively working with any partisan group. Again, this 

brings into question the SOS’s priorities. 

 

4.3 NUMEROUS ADDRESSES HAVE EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF VOTERS 

Election Code 1-4-8 states that electors shall be registered by their residential 

address. There are numerous addresses throughout the state that show an excessive 

number of registered voters to one address. Often these addresses are to commercial 

addresses, post offices, or even highways with no specific location associated with 

them.  

For example, a total of 149 active voters are registered to the two homeless 

shelters in Las Cruces, 20 of these listed the same P.O. Box as their mailing address. 

Some of these people have voted recently. This is not necessarily illegal, but many of 

 
13 https://www.voterparticipation.org/about-us/  
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these voters registered many years ago and it is unlikely they still reside at the 

homeless shelter since it is not a permanent residence. 

In Bernalillo County, 148 people are registered to a single dorm on the UNM 

campus. Some of these are likely legitimate registrations, however some people who 

are still voting from that address are in their late 20’s, 30’s and 40’s and are extremely 

unlikely to actually be living in the dorms. Similarly, we have run a comparison 

between the Bernalillo voter rolls and the database of people who are listed on the 

New Mexico tax rolls. There is a total of 37,569 people who are registered to vote, but 

are not found on the tax rolls in Bernalillo County alone.  

Table 7 summarized the number of addresses where more than 6 people and 

more than 4 people are registered to a single address. The table also lists the largest 

number of people registered to a single address in each county. 
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Table 7. Number of Addresses with High Numbers of Voters 

County 

Number of 
Addresses with 6 

or More Registered 
Voters 

Number of 
Addresses with 4 

or More 
Registered Voters 

Largest Number 
of Registered 
Voters at One 

Address 
 Bernalillo  1,172 14,719 148 
 Catron  1 17 7 
 Chaves  61 786 145 
 Cibola  37 335 31 
 Colfax  8 139 11 
 Curry  36 605 15 
 DeBaca  0 10 5 
 Dona Ana  353 4,312 60 
 Eddy  52 782 14 
 Grant  51 476 34 
 Guadalupe  11 85 17 
 Harding  1 23 8 
 Hidalgo  10 105 9 
 Lea  27 542 16 
 Lincoln  17 273 11 
 Los Alamos  37 546 8 
 Luna  60 504 53 
 McKinley  178 1,158 27 
 Mora  35 34 170 
 Otero  64 836 25 
 Quay  6 91 8 
 Rio Arriba  32 285 66 
 Roosevelt  24 289 47 
 San Juan  188 2,048 19 
 San Miguel  96 543 47 
 Sandoval  376 4,036 256 
 Santa Fe  274 2,981 53 
 Sierra  12 103 16 
 Socorro  44 234 67 
 Taos  85 617 17 
 Torrance  12 215 8 
 Union  6 77 9 
 Valencia  120 1,460 11 
TOTAL 3,486 39,266 - 
Source: NM Voter Registration Database of Active Voters, July 1, 2021 

 

The average household size is 2.6 in New Mexico. Addresses where more than 

four adults are registered to vote should be checked for accuracy. Many have likely 

moved and not updated their voter registration, or their registration was reinjected into 

the database to use as a ghost voter. It is also possible that fraudulent names are 

being added to the voter rolls under fake addresses. Small numbers of fraudulent 
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votes would be sufficient to swing elections where local races are often decided by a 

few hundred votes or less.   

 

4.4 SECRETARY OF STATE IS NOT DOING HER DUTY TO PURGE VOTER 
ROLLS OF DECEASED VOTERS 

The New Mexico Election Code outlines the duties of the Secretary of State 

(SOS), County Clerks, and Registrar of Vital Statistics in Section 1-4-24 and 1-4-25. 

The county clerk is to “cancel certificates of registration for the following reasons: a. 

death of the voter; b. a felony conviction of the voter; c. at the request of the voter; or 

d. at the direction of the board of registration.” The SOS and the Registrar of Vital 

Statistics are to assist county clerks in removal of the deceased from the voter rolls as 

follows “The state Registrar of Vital Statistics shall file monthly with the Secretary of 

State certified lists of deceased residents over the age of eighteen years.  The 

Secretary of State shall upon receipt of the monthly certified list of deceased residents 

forward each county’s list the county clerk.”14 

A public document request was filed with the SOS office quoting directly from the 

Election Code and asking for the monthly reports the SOS was supposed to be 

forwarding to the counties disclosing the number of dead people removed from the 

voter rolls throughout the state for the past five years. This IPRA request was closed by 

the state with the statement “…we do not maintain any responsive records at this time, 

please be advised that the county clerks are the records custodians of voter 

registration records in their respective counties.” (See Appendix C) This statement 

suggests that the SOS and Registrar of Vital Statistics are not doing their duty as 

outlined by the Election Code to assist county clerks in updating their voter rolls.  

 

 
14 https://realfileee3072ab0d43456cb15a51f7d82c77a2.s3.amazonaws.com/89fafabe-e83a-4f1a-

83dc-

0164721c761d?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAJBKPT2UF7EZ6B7YA&Expires=1624397786&Signatur

e=OIzCNNl2MOJEPgfc%2FC1mfdZ15DU%3D&response-content-

disposition=inline%3B%20filename%3D%222019%20Election%20Handbook%20for%20Web.pd

f%22&response-content-type=application%2Fpdf  
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4.4.1 DECEASED VOTERS IN DONA ANA COUNTY 

According to the current US Census data, the population of Dona Ana County 

is 218,195 people approximately 122,000 of those are registered voters. Approximately 

0.95 percent of the population passes away each year, so we would expect 

approximately 1,155 people to be removed by the county clerk’s office each year. 15 

Table 8 contains the numbers of deceased people reported by the Dona Ana County 

clerk’s office through a public documents request that were removed each year along 

with estimated number of people who are not removed each year. 

 

Table 8. Dead Voters Removed Each Year in Dona Ana County 

Year Dead Voters Removed Difference 

2016 864 291 
2017 1,022 133 
2018 993 162 
2019 996 159 
2020 1,248 -93 

Excess over 5 years: 652 
 

From the table, it is possible that Dona Ana County is only removing a portion of 

the actual number of people who pass away from the voter rolls each year. Over just 

five years, we estimate that 650 deceased people have built up on the voter rolls and a 

thorough examination and cleanup of the voter rolls is warranted based on the county 

clerk’s own numbers.  

This is not the only time trouble with the voter rolls in Dona Ana County has been 

highlighted. In May 2020, a report titled “Down the Hatch” was published by the Public 

Interest Legal Foundation (see Appendix D). The report found that the rolls include 

1,681 potentially deceased registrants, 1,584 duplicate registrations, 85 

registrants who are voting across state or county lines, and 188 registrants 

registered at commercial addresses.  

Dona Ana County has been a particular target for out-of-state money focused on 

changing election policies, and there is an unhealthy connection between local 

candidates, non-neutral third-party groups that receive outside funding, and the County 

Clerk’s office.  In a county where local races are often decided by a few dozen votes, 

 
15 https://www.macrotrends.net/countries/USA/united-states/death-rate  
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having 1,681 active deceased registrants on the rolls leaves the door open for voter 

fraud.   

The poster shown in Figure 38 was hanging in the Dona Ana County Elections 

warehouse during the counting of absentee ballots on November 3, 2020. It is in poor 

taste given the evidence throughout this report of ghost voters. It is also possible that 

this poster is an admission that the Dona Ana County Clerk is not taking her duty to 

ensure only eligible, real voters are included on our voter rolls very seriously. As noted 

in Table 5, Dona Ana comes in first place in the 2020 General Election showing a 705 

percent in absentee votes when compared to the 2016 General Election. Analysis of 

down ballot races in Dona Ana, including U.S. Senate, show numerous anomalies, and 

will be covered in a future update to this report. 

 

 

Figure 38. Poster Hanging in Dona Ana County Warehouse Counting Facility in 

November 2020 
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4.4.2 DECEASED VOTERS IN SANDOVAL COUNTY 

According to the current US Census data, the population of Sandoval County is 

146,695 people and approximately 105,631 of those are registered voters. As stated, 

approximately 0.95 percent of the population passes away each year, so we would 

expect approximately 1,003 people to be removed from the rolls by the county clerk’s 

office each year.  Table 9 contains the numbers of deceased people reported by the 

Sandoval County Clerk’s office that are removed each year along with the estimated 

number of people who are not removed each year. 

 

Table 9. Dead Voters Removed Each Year in Sandoval County 

Year Dead Voters Removed Difference 
2017 744 259 
2018 899 104 
2019 841 162 
2020 982 21 

Excess over 5 years: 548 
  

From the table, it is possible that Sandoval County is only removing a portion of 

the actual number of people who pass away from the voter rolls each year. Over just 

five years, we estimate that 548 deceased people have built up on the voter rolls and a 

thorough examination and clean-up of the voter rolls is warranted based on the county 

clerk’s own numbers.  

4.4.3 DECEASED VOTERS IN TORRANCE COUNTY 

According to the current US Census data, the population of Torrance County is 

15,409 people and approximately 9,588 of those are registered voters. As stated in the 

previous section, approximately 0.95 percent of the population passes away each year, 

so we would expect approximately 91 people to be removed from the rolls by the 

county clerk’s office each year. So a total of 455 people would be expected to be 

removed over a five-year period.  However, according to the Torrance County clerk 

only 125 deceased people were removed from the voter rolls over the entire five-year 

period from August 9, 2016 through August 9, 2021. Over these five years, we 

estimated that there are approximately 330 deceased voters built up on the voter rolls. 

This represents over three percent of the total registered voters in Torrance County. 
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4.5  EYEWITNESS TESTIMONIES OF SUSPICIOUS BEHAVIOR AT POLLING 
PLACES 

4.5.1 REPORT FROM PRESIDING JUDGE 

A provisional judge appointed by the Dona Ana County Clerk’s Office reported 

several instances of unprofessional and suspicious activity at the precinct polling 

location she was overseeing on November 3, 2020. This individual had never worked 

an election before.  Typically, the provisional judges have some experience with 

working a poll before they are appointed. We know of at least two provisional judges 

appointed in Dona Ana County who had no previous experience working an election. 

Two judges, two clerks, and a machine judge were all placed under the direction of this 

provisional judge. The provisional judge read up on the duties of this position as well as 

familiarized herself with how to set up and operate the tabulators. 

The provisional judge reported that the machine judge who was assigned to her 

was the son of a county election official and was unresponsive to team emails prior to 

Election Day. When he arrived the morning of November 3rd, he stated that he had no 

knowledge or experience with setting up or operating the tabulators. The provisional 

judge could tell the machine judge assigned to her had no interest in being there and 

was not planning on performing his duties, so she performed them herself. 

Technicians entered the precinct on two occasions and did something to the 

machines. The first time they were there at the request of the provisional judge, but not 

the second time. Neither time did they check in with the provisional judge or explain 

what they were doing.  

At the end of the day when closing out the tabulators, the provisional judge cut 

the sealed locks to the tabulator and placed them on the table. However, when she 

went to process the seals, one of them was missing.  The precinct team thoroughly 

searched the premises, but never found the seal.  

 

4.5.2 REPORT FROM POLL CHALLENGER 

  A poll watcher assigned to the Dona Ana County Election Warehouse observed 

several troubling things both on the evening of November 3rd, and again on December 

1st during a recount. The warehouse is where the absent armed services ballots and 

other absentee ballots are counted, and the tabulator tapes from all county precincts 
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are recorded and reported to the SOS. Several of the same anomalies that were 

reported across the country were observed by this poll watcher.  

For example, poll challengers were not allowed any meaningful access to 

observe whether the votes were being counted correctly. The tabulator tapes were 

processed approximately 20 to 30 feet away. An IPRA request was filed in June 2021 

by this group to obtain copies of all the tabulator tapes in Dona Ana County. 

Approximately half of the tabulator tapes copies provided by the County in response to 

the IPRA request were missing the zero reports at the beginning which are there to 

prove that the tabulators were zeroed out at the start of the election and the County 

Clerk, Amanda Lopez Askin, refused to provide the zero reports in subsequent 

requests. These zero reports may have been missing on election night as well, but poll 

watchers were placed too far away to check. 

Absentee ballots were being processed in teams on election night, where one 

person would call out the votes on the ballot and another person would make note of 

the votes. The poll watcher noticed that the vast majority of the presidential votes being 

called out were for Joe Biden. However, taped lines on the floor kept poll watchers 

approximately 8 feet away from this process, which was too far to observe if the ballot 

votes were being called out or recorded correctly.  

  On October 31st, four Republican poll workers were thrown out of the warehouse 

when the County Clerk’s staff claimed they were “pushing the limits” while absentee 

ballots were being processed.16 Two of the four poll workers complained that they were 

unable to see what was going on and two of them tried to get closer. The County Clerk 

threw all four Republican poll watchers out, even though two of them were not involved 

in any way in the attempt to see what was going on. Counting proceeded without any 

Republican poll watchers present. 

  On December 1st, a recount was performed for the State House District 53. 

Everyone in the room was supposed to have permission to be there, sign in, and wear a 

name tag. One woman was not wearing a name tag and was sitting at a desk in a 

corner watching what was going on and doing something on a laptop. A poll 

worker asked her who she was, and she replied that she was a “Dominion 

employee.” The poll worker recognized her as Mary Steinborn and took a picture 

 
16 https://www.kob.com/albuquerque-news/gop-disputes-removal-of-4-new-mexico-election-

challengers/5912178/  
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of her. Mary Steinborn is the sister of Jeff Steinborn, who had been on the ballot 

for State Senate District 36 in November. According to NMSA 1.2.22, “a spouse, 

parent, child, brother or sister of any candidate” are not allowed to be an election 

challenger, watcher, or observer because of the perception of impropriety. The Dona 

Ana County Clerk needs to explain why a sister of a candidate is allowed to work 

elections as an employee of Dominion Voting Systems, when she would not have even 

been allowed into a precinct as a challenger, watcher, or observer. If Mary Steinborn 

was employed by Dominion Voting Systems and worked the November 3rd election in 

any capacity, a serious conflict of interest occurred.  This is yet another example of the 

blurred line between a vendor who sells the Secretary of State non-compliant software 

and feels completely free to plant a non-compliant participant in a re-count. 

 

 

Figure 39. Sister of Candidate Identified as Dominion Employee 
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5 VOTING MACHINES HAVE ILLEGAL FEATURES AND ARE HACKABLE  

 
 

Massive, built-in vulnerabilities exist in the hardware and software of the 

voting machines provided by Dominion Voting Systems. By Dominion’s own 

admission, the voting system New Mexico uses is illegal to use in federal 

elections. 

 

5.1 ADJUDICATION SYSTEM IS ILLEGAL AND PRODUCES ANOMOLOUS 
RESULTS  

Occasionally, voting machines will be unable to read a ballot based on the 

image scan settings. Errors can occur due to a printing ballot error (such as 

misalignment of targets on the paper), or the voter improperly filling in the oval, or if the 

voter uses the wrong marking device. For example, it is known that felt-tipped markers 

can cause excessive ink bleeding and often prevents the ballot scanner from correctly 

reading a ballot. If a ballot image cannot be read by the machine, the entire batch of 

ballots that was scanned with that unreadable ballot is set aside in a separate file and 

sent to a process called adjudication. 

Adjudication is where an election official looks at the image and tries to 

determine the voter’s intent on their behalf. Ideally, this should be done carefully and 

one image at a time and the election worker should do his or her best to honestly enter 

the voter’s intent. However, it has been shown that the Dominion Voting Systems 

software has an option that entire batches of ballots can be adjudicated with one click 

and the user is not forced to carefully examine each ballot. The original ballot image is 

then replaced with one that matches the adjudicators choices and there is no way to 

check the voter’s intent without going back to the original paper ballot. This was one 

issue with a lawsuit filed before the Supreme Court over the 2020 General Election in 

Michigan.17  

The ballot scanners, printing quality, marking devices, and instruction to voters 

should be such that adjudication rates are extremely low as mandated by law. In fact, 

by law the Federal Election Commission requires ballot scanning error rates to be less 
 

17 https://www.supremecourt.gov/DocketPDF/20/20-

815/163875/20201215164905775_Final%20Michigan%20Notice%20of%20Supplemental%20Au

thority.pdf  
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than 0.0008 percent.  Several counties throughout the country have reported very high 

adjudication rates. For example, counties in Michigan and Nevada had error rates up 

to 70 percent.18  

Based on the Dominion Voting Systems invoices (see Appendix G), New 

Mexico purchased a total of seven adjudication stations with servers for the entire 

state.  In response to a public documents request, the SOS reported the adjudication 

rates for the seven stations and the counties where they were located (see Appendix 

J). The number of ballots that were reported to have been adjudicated were slightly 

smaller than the number of absentee ballots reported for each of the seven counties, 

so it is possible that the adjudication stations were used to adjudicate the ballots at 

county clerks’ offices where the absentee ballots were counted. If that is the case, the 

numbers reported by the SOS indicate that almost all the absentee ballots might 

have been adjudicated.  Table 10 summarizes the number of adjudicated ballots, the 

total number of ballots cast in the county, the overall adjudication rate, the ratio of 

Republican voters to Democrat voters who turned out on Election Day, and the final 

ratio of Trump votes to Biden votes reported by the SOS. 

 
18 https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/04/exclusive-voting-machine-systems-banned-us-

elections-highly-suspect-adjudication-process-defined-corrected/  
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Table 10. Adjudication Rates and Support Exceeding Republican Base 

 

County 
Total County 

Votes 
Had Adjudication 

Stations? 
Adjudicated 

Ballots 
Adjudication 

Rate 
Republican Voters/ 

Democrat Voters 
Trump Votes/ 
Biden Votes 

Percentage of Trump votes in 
Excess of Republican Voters 

Lea 20,918 - - - 331% 407% 85% 
Union 1,782 - - - 215% 362% 152% 
Eddy 23,222 - - - 221% 322% 105% 

Catron 2,323 - - - 306% 285% -14% 
DeBaca 898 - - - 122% 284% 166% 

Roosevelt 6,608 - - - 253% 257% 6% 
Chavez 22,443 - - - 224% 245% 22% 
Curry 15,101 - - - 228% 242% 18% 
Quay 3,873 - - - 155% 225% 72% 

Lincoln 10,306 - - - 263% 217% -40% 
Torrance 7,281 - - - 168% 204% 35% 
San Juan 52,594 Yes 10,548 20% 186% 182% -4% 
Harding 498 - - - 141% 178% 39% 
Otero 23,571 - - - 186% 171% -12% 
Sierra 5,945 - - - 152% 156% 3% 

Hidalgo 1,974 - - - 64% 136% 73% 
Colfax 6,016 - - - 82% 125% 44% 
Luna 8,103 - - - 89% 124% 37% 

Valencia 32,277 Yes 11,728 36% 98% 122% 22% 
Socorro 7,160 - - - 76% 87% 12% 
Grant 14,435 - - - 56% 86% 31% 

Sandoval 76,562 Yes 29,377 38% 80% 84% 3% 
Cibola 8,903 - - - 48% 84% 35% 

Guadalupe 2,185 - - - 23% 74% 50% 
Dona Ana 82,641 Yes 27,380 33% 61% 68% 6% 
Bernalillo 317,590 Yes 138,734 44% 59% 60% 0% 

Los Alamos 12,293 Yes 4,895 40% 67% 57% -11% 
Mora 2,686 - - - 26% 52% 26% 

Rio Arriba 16,628 - - - 21% 49% 27% 
San Miguel 11,531 - - - 22% 43% 21% 
McKinley 26,486 - - - 26% 43% 17% 
Santa Fe 82,227 Yes 38,271 47% 23% 29% 6% 

Taos 17,181 - - - 18% 28% 10% 
      AVERAGES: 37% 124% 154% 32% 
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 Several anomalies appear in the table. First, the adjudication rates that the 

SOS reported vary from a minimum of 20 percent to a maximum of 47 percent of the 

overall ballots cast - vastly exceeding the 0.0008 percent allowed by law. Also, in 27 

out of 33 counties, the percentage of Trump votes divided by Biden votes exceeded 

the number of Republican voters divided by the number of Democrat voters who turned 

out on Election Day.  This behavior shows that Trump’s support was larger than the 

Republican base. In fact, on average the ratio of Trump to Biden votes exceeded the 

size of the registered base who turned out on Election Day by 32 percent. All seven of 

the counties which had adjudication stations were far below this average, or even 

negative. These results are shown in graphic form in Figure 40. 

 

 

Figure 40. Trump Support Generally Higher than Republican Base Except Where 

Adjudication was Used 

 

  The figure shows that 27 of 33 counties showed Democrat and Independent 

voters crossed over and voted for Trump in November 2020 in addition to the 

Republican base. But the seven counties that had adjudication stations showed among 
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the lowest support for Trump in comparison to the Republican base. The solid 

Republican counties of Otero, Catron, and Lincoln also somehow show significant 

portions of the Republican base crossing over and voting Democrat. It is simply not 

believable that 40 percent of the Republican base in Lincoln County crossed over and 

voted for Biden. This evidence suggests that adjudication and other means are being 

used to manipulate election results. 

We have 33 counties, and hundreds of precincts, but only seven counties used 

the adjudication system.  This amounts to treating voters differently based on the 

equipment used, which violates the “equal protections” clause of the U.S. Constitution. 

Also, it is unclear if the adjudication systems were only processing ballots being 

scanned in the same room with the adjudication stations or if unreadable ballots from 

all over each county were being sent to the stations over the internet, which would 

violate the law. This possibility that batches of ballot images are being sent over the 

internet during the counting process on Election Day is supported by the user’s manual 

for Dominion Voting Systems equipment purchased by the state (Figure 41). At a 

minimum, the Results Tally and Reporting (RTR) application is connected to the 

internet referenced in the figure because this system is used to report the county’s 

results to the SOS. If the adjudication system is connected to the RTR, and the RTR is 

connected to the internet, the adjudication system is also connected to the internet. 

Per Section 5.2 of this report, federal officials and Dominion Voting Systems 

representatives deny that election equipment is connected to the internet at all, but this 

has been proven to not be the case. Having internet-connected election equipment is a 

serious security threat and is against Federal law.   
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Figure 41. Reference to Networked Systems in Dominion User’s Manual 

 

The statutory regulations regarding elections in New Mexico are contained in 

“The Election Handbook of the State of New Mexico.”19 The Handbook is updated 

annually to reflect changes made by the legislature. The Handbook does not contain 

a single reference to the adjudication of ballots. It appears that the SOS is using 

a process that has not been contemplated by the legislature but instead was 

designed by a vendor and can result in a citizen’s vote being changed without 

their knowledge.  

 

 
19 https://realfileee3072ab0d43456cb15a51f7d82c77a2.s3.amazonaws.com/bb0b2083-3700-

43ef-8878-

eb640c90d9b3?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAJBKPT2UF7EZ6B7YA&Expires=1628203732&Signatur

e=v42JlWAUaILVPlh2lIlM8Eq%2BlNk%3D&response-content-

disposition=inline%3B%20filename%3D%22NM%20Election%20Handbook%20SOS.pdf%22&re

sponse-content-type=application%2Fpdf  
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5.2 ELECTION EQUIPMENT MAY BE CONNECTED TO THE INTERNET IN 
VIOLATION OF FEDERAL LAW 

According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology, election 

machines cannot be connected to the internet because of the serious security risk that 

can result from cyber intrusions into the system. The Undersecretary for Cybersecurity 

and Communications at the Department of Homeland Security testified before 

Congress that voting machines are not connected to the internet in 2017.20  The CEO 

of Dominion Voting Systems, John Paulos, testified before the Michigan Legislature 

that Dominion machines are not designed to be connected to the internet and were not 

connected to the internet during 2020 after the November election. However, these 

statements were proven to be false when a group investigating election fraud in 

Michigan took apart some Dominion voting machines and found cellular modems 

incorporated into the hardware.21 The New Mexico Secretary of State states on her 

website, “systems that count votes…are prevented by law and process from being 

joined to a computer network or the internet. Systems that sum votes at the county 

level are prevented by law and process from being joined to a computer network or the 

internet.”22 

The vulnerability of internet-connected voting machines was well documented 

leading up to the November 2020 election. An article titled “Online and vulnerable: 

Experts find nearly three dozen U.S. voting systems connected to the internet” was 

published in the summer of 2019. It described how a team of ten independent 

cybersecurity experts were able to prove that the three largest voting manufacturing 

companies, including Dominion Voting Systems which is used throughout New Mexico, 

install cellular modems in their tabulators and scanners. The models connect to cell 

phone networks, which connect to the internet.  The manufacturers claim the machines 

have firewalls, which would not be needed if there were no internet connections. These 

companies are telling us they disregard federal law. “Once a hacker starts talking to 

the voting machine through the modem, the hacker cannot just change these unofficial 

 
20 https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/elections/online-vulnerable-experts-find-nearly-three-dozen-

u-s-voting-n1112436 

21 See Appendix K for the expert report published on this situation. 

22 See Appendix H 
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election results, they can hack the software in the voting machine and make it cheat in 

future elections.”  

Also, in 2019, HBO released a documentary titled “Kill Chain: The Cyber War 

on America’s Elections.” This documentary followed a hacker and cyber security expert 

as he traveled across the U.S. and demonstrated the vulnerability of electronic voting 

machines and voter registration databases to hacking. He also highlighted the lack of 

accountability and transparency associated with the machine manufacturers.23  

Unfortunately, the New Mexico Election Code Section 1-3-4 has a requirement 

that an internet connection be available at all polling locations for real-time access 

specifically for the voter registration electronic management system. We know 

that the poll pads are connected to the internet because a provisional judge at a polling 

location in Dona Ana County realized the wrong precinct data was loaded into the poll 

books the morning of Election Day and this was corrected remotely over the internet. 

At the end of the night, final reports are completed and sent through the internet. Also, 

the invoices from Dominion Voting Systems to the SOS (see Appendix G) have a line 

item for “remote programming” of the election system. From the previous section of this 

report, we know that ballots that are unable to be read by the tabulators are sent to 

one of seven adjudication stations, which may mean that they are connected to the 

internet to accomplish this in a uniform manner state-wide.  

We examined the user’s manuals for the election equipment provided by 

Dominion which we received through a public records request and the manual makes 

multiple references to sending information over a computer network. Even if these 

networks are not purposefully connected directly to the internet, they are easily 

hackable as has been shown and built-in cellular modems can be activated by bad 

actors. The manual makes references to “wireless options” on some of their equipment 

which by definition means it’s connected to the internet (Figure 42). 

 
23 https://www.hbo.com/documentaries/kill-chain-the-cyber-war-on-americas-elections 
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Figure 42. Reference to Wireless Networks in Dominion Manual 

 

Given the vulnerability of any system connected to a network, a public 

documents request was submitted to the New Mexico SOS requesting “all 

documentation that the setup and configuration of the November 2020 election system 

network was setup to ensure the network was secure and no access to the internet 

was possible via these networks.” We were expecting a thorough set of guidelines and 

list of checks performed at all polling locations throughout the state, but were 

disappointed to receive the three-page document included as Appendix L. The 

document implies that the SOS relies only on “air-gaps” for the security of the election 

systems. In the SOS’s own words, air-gapped equipment “(1) has no wired or wireless 

network interfaces, OR (2) has no wired interface connected to a network and any 

wireless interface, if present, is disabled, OR (3) has a wired interface connected to an 

air-gapped network and any wireless interface, if present, is disabled.” From the SOS’s 

own definition, air-gapped equipment can be internet capable – it just needs to be 

disabled. “Air-gapped” simply means “not connected to the internet by a cable.” For 

example, cellular phones are air-gapped and it is obvious how easily they can connect 

to the internet. It is a joke to imply that “air-gaps” on equipment with internet 

capabilities are sufficient security for something as important as our election system. 

 The document provided by the SOS also includes an “air-gap” inspection list 

by county with dates they were performed. All of the “air gap” inspections took 

place between the end of early voting and election day. This is extremely 

troubling, because if fraud took place through the absentee voting as the data 

strongly suggests, bad actors would have used results and turnout measured 

during early voting to fix the election with absentee ballots. The SOS has no 
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evidence that her office even checked whether or not the tabulators were 

connected to the internet until almost all of the in-person voting was already 

completed. 

If network communication devices are embedded in the hardware of the 

Dominion voting machines used in New Mexico and the poll books are 

connected to the internet by law, a bad actor could hack into the data with 

minimal effort and tamper with the machine results and no one would know 

without a forensic examination. 

 

5.3 NEW MEXICO USES VOTER SOFTWARE THAT FRACTIONALIZES VOTES 

Dona Ana County, the City of Las Cruces, and the City of Santa Fe worked with 

third-party organization “Democracy Rising” to implement rank choice voting in Las 

Cruces and Santa Fe. 24 In a ranked choice race, voters must vote for every candidate 

on the ballot in their preferred order, from most preferred to least preferred. The votes 

are entered into the vote counting software as weighted fractions and applied to the 

candidate choices that were made by the voter. The candidate first selected receives 

the highest weight, and the candidate selected last receives the least weight. If no 

candidate receives a certain percentage of the vote based on their position at the top 

of the ticket, the lowest-ranked candidate is dropped and their votes are redistributed 

to higher ranking candidates. This process of dropping the lowest ranked candidate 

and distribute their votes to higher ranked candidates until one candidate surpasses 

the required percentage to win is called an “automatic runoff.”  This method of voting 

tends to favor the political party with the most candidates running, which is the 

opposite of a traditional election.  

Democracy Rising is funded by the Proteus Fund, which is also aligned with 

and funded by highly partisan organizations.25 This partnership between our 

government and third-party organizations to fundamentally change the way we vote 

dismantles our ability to hold fair elections. Democracy Rising and the Proteus Fund 

are on record as opposing all efforts to make sure only eligible voters vote in elections. 

Democracy Rising was also hired by Dona Ana County and the City of Las 

Cruces to provide training in ranked-choice elections in 2019 when it was 

 
24 https://www.wearedemocracyrising.org/  

25 https://www.proteusfund.org/board-of-directors/  
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implemented and in 2021 when it is scheduled to be used again.26 It is alarming 

that obviously partisan groups are being hired by local governments to train 

candidates, rather than the governmental departments which are funded to do their 

jobs running and safeguarding our elections. 

In November of 2019, an article was published in the Las Cruces Sun News 

titled Rank some, rank all: Las Cruces voters adapt to first ranked choice election. 

According to the article, Las Cruces and Santa Fe were two of only 11 cities 

nationwide to use this type of voting system.27 These ranked choice elections were 

the first in New Mexico and were used in municipal elections for mayor and city 

council. The system was met with mixed reactions. Many voters found it to be a 

confusing process, and Republicans criticized it as being unfair and designed to favor 

the majority party, because the ranked choice algorithm tends to accumulate to 

whichever party has more candidates on the ballot.  

The ranked choice voting software offered by Dominion Voting Systems is 

called “Democracy Suite.” New Mexico is required to pay $70,000 per year for the 

license to use this software, which is roughly 40 percent of the total state voting system 

licensing fees (see Appendix G). Per the Sun News article, the ranked choice voting 

system was justified because it would be a money-saving measure as runoff elections 

are not needed since the algorithm rearranges votes as an “automatic runoff.” Of 

course, runoff elections are not always needed, municipal elections only occur once 

every two years, and it would seem to be something of a wash given the high cost of 

the software license.   

It is also interesting that the Sun News article said the November 2019 

municipal election was New Mexico’s first ranked choice election. However, New 

Mexico purchased this same software for the November 2018 election which did not 

have any ranked choice races on the ballot. It was also used in the 2020 Primary and 

General elections. 

The use of ranked choice software violates state and federal law. NMAC 

Section 1.10.12.13 states, “Each ballot shall increase the ballots case count by 

one.” There is no room in this statute for changing the ballot counts to fractions. 

 
26 https://www.las-cruces.org/CivicAlerts.aspx?AID=6497 

27 https://www.lcsun-news.com/story/news/2019/11/08/las-cruces-voters-adapt-first-ranked-

choice-election/2509037001/ 
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The software also violates the Federal Help America Vote Act (HAVA) because it 

is not EAC (Election Administration Commission) certified as Dominion Voting 

Systems states on its own website as shown on Figure 43. See Section 5.4 for more 

discussion on this topic.   

  

 

Figure 43. Dominion Software not EAC Certified 

 

The ranked-choice, or weighted race, software is used nationwide even though 

there are only 11 cities nationwide that even hold ranked choice elections. It has also 

been widely criticized as citizens have started to scrutinize our election systems since 

the November 2020 election. The problem with the ranked choice software is that 

instead of counting votes as whole numbers (1, 2, 3…), it counts the votes being cast 

as fractions (ex. 0.1, 0.2, 0.3…) and then applies an algorithm to them for the 

“automatic runoff” described at the beginning of this section. 

A nation-wide movement called “One Person, One Vote” has arisen to put 

pressure on officials not to use this type of software in elections. The movement is led 

by Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai, who was a US Senate candidate in the 2020 Primaries and 

uncovered an algorithm being applied to his race in Massachusetts. He has evidence 

that the algorithm loaded into the machines counted a vote for Dr. Shiva as a number 

less than one, such as 0.6, while a vote for his opponent is counted as a number more 

than one, such as 1.3.28   

A line item from a tally sheet for the November 2020 election was found in 

California, that showed an update to the total with only a single vote added. Alarmingly, 

this single vote was divided between both presidential candidates on the ballot instead 

of being applied completely to one or the other (see Figure 44). Dr. Shiva has since 

 
28 https://www.ntd.com/dr-shiva-why-i-fight-so-hard-for-one-person-one-vote_583991.html  
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looked at data throughout the nation and has published several presentations of 

evidence of a weighted algorithm being applied dishonestly in locations throughout the 

country.29 

 

 

Figure 44. Single Vote Divided Between Two Candidates30 

 

The New Mexico Secretary of State says on her website, “New Mexico 

adheres to the principle of ‘One Person – One Vote.’” Yet she is employing a 

software statewide which fractionalizes votes. Given this evidence from all over the 

country and the SOS’s own policy statement, New Mexico should not be using 

Dominion Voting System’s Democracy Suite software package for any election. Neither 

should we allow ranked choice elections at all. The risk of individuals using algorithms 

to steal elections far outweighs any money-saving from avoiding occasional municipal 

runoff elections. New Mexicans require answers as to why any election in our state is 

using fractions to count our votes against our laws.  

 

 
29 One example of many of Dr. Shiva’s presentations: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ztu5Y5obWPk&t=7s  

30 https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/02/one-vote-matters-weighted-race-distribution-one-

california-vote-brings-entire-2020-election-question/  
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5.4 ELECTION EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE HAS NOT BEEN CERTIFIED BY 
AN ACCREDITED INSPECTOR LAB SINCE AT LEAST 2016, UPDATES WERE 
MADE THAT DESTROY ELECTION RECORDS 

The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) established US code regarding 

election safety, accessibility, and technical security. The Election Assistance 

Commission (EAC) was created as an oversight board, regulator, vendor manager, 

and implementer of compliance standards. EAC enters into signed agreements with 

vendors who analyze and test equipment. New Mexico agreed to implement and abide 

by HAVA law and EAC compliance and testing standards as the first-tier layer of 

protection and integrity for our elections.  

However, the EAC failed in its duty to maintain valid, ratified, contractual 

relationships with any contractor labs (known as VSTL’s) who certify voting machines 

for the individual states prior to elections. Some of the members of EAC appear to 

have troubling conflicts of interest and should not be on the commission. There have 

been no valid, accredited firms in the US since 2016. Since no contractor labs have 

kept current contracts with the EAC, our election equipment is not properly certified 

and no guarantee can be made that they comply with HAVA standards, or that they 

fulfill the proper standards for accuracy and cyber-security features. Dominion admits 

on its own website that the Democracy Suite software that was used in all New 

Mexico elections since 2018 is not certified by the EAC (see Figure 42).   

The failure on the part of the EAC, contractor labs, and New Mexico SOS to 

ensure that all voting machines are properly certified in compliance with HAVA is 

grounds for impeachment of the SOS and a forensic audit of the voting machines and 

electronic equipment. New Mexico must cease using the illegal ranked choice voting 

software immediately. 

 
5.5 DOMINION VOTING SYSTEMS, PROVIDED TENS OF THOUSANDS OF PRE-
PRINTED BALLOTS 

New Mexico uses a ballot printing system called “Ballot on Demand” where 

ballots are printed on official stock paper at the precinct location at the time each voter 

checks in. However, through public documents requests we discovered that the voting 

machine equipment provider, Dominion Voting Systems (Price Agreement Number: 30-

370-13-00011), also provided tens of thousands of both “pre-printed Official Ballots” 
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and “Pre-Filled Test Decks” (see Appendix G for relevant pages from the Dominion 

invoices).  

The “test decks” are referenced in the Dominion equipment user’s manual as 

being used to make sure the tabulators are scanning ballots correctly. This is done by 

running a stack of test ballots with a known result through all tabulators and checking 

that the results tape matches what was expected. However, no mention is made of the 

purpose of “pre-printed Official Ballots” which are clearly listed on the invoices.  

Table 11 shows an estimate of how many of these two types of ballots were 

provided by Dominion for each of the most recent elections. The total charged for 

these two line items was divided by the stated cost per ballot of $0.32 to get the 

approximate number of pre-printed ballots.  There is no obvious relationship between 

the number of ballots provided as related to the number of voting machines in the state 

(which is essentially constant), or to the number of voters in any election. 

  

Table 11. Summary of Dominion Pre-Printed Ballots 

Election 

Total Spent on 
Ballots Printed 
by Dominion 

Estimated 
Number of 
Test and 

Official Ballots 

Estimated 
Number of 
Statewide 

Voters % Ballots/Votes 
2018 General $59,110 184,719 701,654 26% 
2019 Local Elections $32,269 100,840 223,835 45% 
2020 Primary $51,282 160,256 254,452 63% 
2020 General  $23,295 72,798 928,172 8% 

 

From the table, between the test ballots and official ballots, Dominion provided 

a number of ballots equal to a whopping 63 percent of the total ballots cast in the 2020 

Primary Election, but only 8 percent of the ballots cast in the 2020 General Election, a 

few months later.  

 New Mexicans require an explanation from Dominion Voting Systems and 

the SOS as to what these pre-printed test and official ballots have been used for 

and why their numbers vary so wildly from year to year. Copies of relevant pages 

from the Dominion invoices are included as Appendix G. Appendix G also contains 

questions that New Mexicans must have answers to regarding line items they are 

supposedly participating in purchasing from Dominion Voting Systems. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

 
 

Based on the investigative findings and comprehensive analysis 

presented in this report, the November 2020 election results cannot be 

reconciled with any proven or reliable mathematical or statistical methodology.  

The only viable explanation for the evidence presented in this report is that the 

November 2020 New Mexico election results were pre-determined, and systemic 

election fraud occurred in every New Mexico county. Continued use of highly 

vulnerable Dominion Voting Systems by the Secretary of State and county officials 

demonstrates either: (1) gross incompetence, by way of omission or ignorance in the 

safeguarding of our elections, or (2) intentional sabotage of votes belonging to New 

Mexicans.  The voter database anomalies, the appearance of impropriety on the part 

of election officials, the enormous increase in absentee ballots, the use of software that 

fractionalizes votes, eye-witness testimony, and an indifference to state and federal 

law provide enough reason to conduct a full forensic audit. 

Where significant doubt exists as to the validity of an election, our Secretary of 

State assures us that, “without exception, New Mexico uses paper ballots to record 

each and every citizen’s vote. Paper ballots allow auditing and verification of 

automated vote counting systems. Paper ballots enable us to recount a single race or 

an entire election should the need arise.” 31  The need has, indeed, arisen. 

 To restore confidence in New Mexico elections, a full forensic audit32 of the 

November 2020 election must be undertaken immediately. A full forensic audit 

includes physical examination of all paper ballots, electronic equipment, and the voter 

registration database.  We recommend a bi-partisan group of volunteers, and nationally 

recognized experts with experience in full forensic audits to maximize cost efficiency. 

After completion of a full forensic audit, election reform is necessary.  We 

recommend adopting measures consistent with the “U.S. Election Integrity: 

Recommendations Report.33  

 
31 See Appendix H 

32 Full forensic audits differ from risk limiting audits.  See https://election-

integrity.info/Post_Election_Audits.pdf.  

33 https://election-integrity.info/Recommendations_Report.pdf 
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The evidence presented in this investigative report demands immediate attention 

by our elected officials.  It is our recommendation that a full forensic audit of election 

processes and equipment in New Mexico statewide take place immediately, and not a 

risk-limiting audit.  We further advise that each county use its independent authority 

over its county voter rolls, election equipment, and election processes to mitigate the 

illegal practices carried out by others, whether intentional or unwitting, that have taken 

place throughout the state of New Mexico.  

It is impossible to honestly look at the evidence in this report and walk 

away and do nothing. Knowing the evidence of election fraud the citizens of New 

Mexico have uncovered necessitates action on the part of every elected official. 

It is the solemn duty of state and county government officials to ensure elections 

are free of corruption. This report also serves as notice to all relevant law 

enforcement agencies to carry out their constitutionally mandated 

responsibilities and investigate and prosecute those found in violation of the 

public trust to the fullest extent of the law. 

. 
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Declaration of Lisa Batsch-Smith 
 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C Section 1746, I, Lisa Batsch-Smith, make the 

following declaration: 

1. I am over the age of 21 years and I am under no legal disability, 

which would prevent me from giving this declaration. 

2. I am a Senior Cyber Engineer at Sandia National Labs. I am a 

registered Professional Engineer (P.E.) in the State of Florida. I 

have a MSEE, MSCpE and have completed my PhDCpE, except for 

dissertation.   

3. I reside at 218 Skyland Blvd., Tijeras, NM 87059. 

4. I have reviewed the vote data from the 2020 Presidential Election, 

as it was reported by Edison and recorded by the New York Times 

(NYT-API data) and have discovered patterns that appear 

controlled and pre-determined. 

5. The data that I have used for the evaluation was obtained from the 

NYT-API election-assets website and may be found here: 

https://static01.nyt.com/elections-assets/2020/data/api/2020-11-

03/race-page/new-

mexico/president.json Any other state 

may be found by changing the “new-

mexico” in the URL to the state of 

interest. The time-series data is found 

on this page following the county 

reporting and is presented as follows: 

https://static01.nyt.com/elections-assets/2020/data/api/2020-11-03/race-page/new-mexico/president.json
https://static01.nyt.com/elections-assets/2020/data/api/2020-11-03/race-page/new-mexico/president.json
https://static01.nyt.com/elections-assets/2020/data/api/2020-11-03/race-page/new-mexico/president.json
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6. The information for each entry in the time-series section reports the 

vote shares for each candidate as a percentage to three (3) decimal 

places. It also provides the total number of votes counted and a 

timestamp for this update.  

7. Given this structure, it would be logical to assume the following:  

a. The total number of votes reported should always increase with 

subsequent timestamps. 

b. The votes for each candidate should always increase with 

subsequent timestamps. 

c. The votes that are not attributed to either of the main 

candidates were attributed to one of the 3rd party candidates.  

8. With the information provided, we can calculate the number of 

votes that have been counted since the last timestamp data by 

subtracting the total of votes that had been counted in the last 

timestamp from the current number of total votes in the most 

recent timestamp data. This is the value that I refer to as the 

“interval votes.” 

9. For each timestamp, we can calculate the number of votes that 

Trump has received by multiplying the total votes by the 

percentage reported for Trump. The interval votes for Trump may 

be calculated by subtracting the number of votes reported for 

Trump in the previous timestamp data. The same values can be 

calculated for Biden and the 3rd Party candidates. 

10. Once the data was extracted to review what had happened as far 

the voting within each reporting interval, a few abnormalities were 
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observed. Refer to the sample of nine (9), sequential interval reports 

from New Mexico below: 

 

The points of note are as follows: 

1) The items highlighted yellow and in bold red text are reports of 

the votes decreasing from the previous reporting.  

2) The items highlighted yellow and in bold purple text are 

reports where a candidate received greater than 100% of the 

number of votes reported in that interval. 

3) The items highlighted in yellow and in bold green text are 

reports where the 3rd Party percentage of the interval votes 

greatly exceeded the percentage received by each of the main 

candidates.  

4) The items highlighted in pink are cases where the percentage of 

votes that the candidate received during a given interval were 

exactly equal to the percentage that a candidate currently had 

for the overall total votes. This is highly improbable, but the 

instances where this occurred for ALL candidates in a single 

interval is statistically improbable. 

11. It was possible that the strange occurrences discussed in #10 were 

the result of the percentages being rounded to 3 decimal places. I 
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attempted to extend the percentages to have a better understanding 

of the interval voting with the following guides:  

a. To retain the rounding accuracy, the extended percentages must 

round to the reported percentages. This means that the only 

allowable extended decimals would be between -0.0005 and 

+0.0004999999999. 

b. No column of interval votes would now be negative. 

c. The sum of the calculated portions of votes added together equals 

the total number of votes reported in that interval  

12. Starting from the beginning of the voting set, I attempted to follow 

this consistent process and increase the number of significant digits 

such that the numbers met all of the requirements above. This made 

the numbers look much more reasonable without much fewer 

instances of negative vote reporting instantiations. But, occasionally, 

there was no way to extend the number of significant digits in the 

percentile range reported that would prevent one of the columns 

from having an unexplainable negative value. The pattern also 

emerged that the values added to the reported values satisfied the 

above requirements with only 2 modifications: either add 

0.00049999999999 or subtract 0.0005. Below is an example of the 

same data as before, with the decimal extensions incorporated: 
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13. The patterns that appear now are remarkable. Almost ALL of the 

interval values now match EXACTLY the overall percentages 

received by each candidate. The 3rd Party receives almost the 

identical percentage of votes during each interval, regardless of the 

number of votes that were counted during that interval. Additionally, 

the highlighted blocks show a methodology that I have called a 

split/swap. The votes appear to be split by the current overall 

percentage and then votes swapped from one candidate to another, in 

quantities equal to 0.1% of the current overall total vote.  

14. The split and swap can be shown to be calculated for each line in 

the results in the manner shown below:

 

Note that the boxes used for each step are boxed in with the same color 

as the step. Also notice that I selected here an example of votes 

appearing to be moved from Biden to Trump. Theses swaps were 
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observed going to and from each of the main candidates and the 3rd 

Party totals at different times, but always in multiples of 01% of the 

total vote count. Swapping by this amount results in a controlled 

movement of the overall vote percentage. 

15. From the reporting data alone, it is difficult to determine the 

overall control methodology for determining how the swap should 

occur. What is apparent from the ten (10) states that I have 

examined is the following:  

a. There appears to be an initial percentage (split) in place for the 

candidates. It is not clear how this initial percentage is set, but 

in several cases, it appears that the initial percentage was 

attempted to be reset. Texas was set three (3) separate times 

and then zeroed out again. 

 

 If this is not an attempt to set the initial percentage split, 

there should be a request by the Texas voters (and other states) 

for an explanation of this activity.  

b. Each time the votes are swapped between the candidates, the 

overall percentage is “walked” towards an apparent final goal, 

since the swap is always made as a multiple of 0.1% of the 

overall total vote count. In all states reviewed thus far, the 
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swap always attempts to walk the candidates towards a 

50%/50% split, and then either stop short, if Biden is ahead, or 

flip Biden to victory. Below is a plot of overall Georgia votes 

that illustrates this effect: 

 

c. This percentage control shows that, when plotted, the shape of 

each candidate’s curve of votes received has the same form 

factor. This implies that the share of votes is split is some 

similar ratio for each and every reporting interval. Given that 

individual counties have preferred candidates, this seems 

highly suspect. This can be seen in the above plot from GA at 

time interval #230, where there is a proportional jump for both 

Biden and Trump. 

d. The swap effect, that adjusts the overall percentage for the 

main candidates, does so while preserving a constant portion of 

the votes for the 3rd party candidates. These appear to be 

controlled to a value of approx. 1-2% for each state that was 

reviewed, and is held constant at that value, regardless of the 

movement of the percentages of the other 2 candidates. In GA, 

for example, the percentages at the 3rd timestamp and the 533rd 

timestamp reported were: 
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i. Trump:37%, Biden: 61.8%, 3rd Party: 1.2% 

ii. Trump: 49.3%, Biden: 49.5%, 3rd Party: 1.2% 

This strange control of a set amount consistently “donated” to 

the 3rd party is suspect. The numbers vary in each state to the 

0.1%, but the apparent control methodology is very similar. 

e. An educated conclusion, based on what is observed, is that 

there is a form of PI (proportional-integral) control moving the 

end result of the election to a pre-determined ratio of 

percentages for each candidate. A pre-determined ratio for each 

state would lead to a pre-determined election outcome. The 

process to achieve this would be to pre-define the stating split 

between the candidates and a final percentage ratio for the 

main candidates and the 3rd Party total. A critically-damped PI 

controller, such as may be used in your home temperature 

control, evaluates the current state and calculates the next 

move by the system to heat or cool in order to achieve the 

setpoint. The vote swap in the election appeared to perform this 

same function with moving the percentage ratio to an end goal. 

I have included below several curves that illustrate why this is 

suspected by showing curve shapes from a standard PI 

controller used in industrial applications and the apparent vote 

ratio control in two (2) different states during this election. 

More information on this calculation is, of course, available for 

any who wish to review this assessment. 
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f. Below is a graph of a standard PI controller for a motor system: 

 

Ref: 

http://apmonitor.com/che436/uploads/Main/PPC_Textbook.pdf 

This is a graph of the ratio of % Trump votes to % Biden votes 

for the New Mexico election results: 

 

And this is a graph of the ratio of % Trump votes to % Biden 

votes for the Georgia election results:  

 

16. At the end of counting for states that were very close, the 

percentages remained unchanged for ALL intervals, except when a 

http://apmonitor.com/che436/uploads/Main/PPC_Textbook.pdf
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distinct “swap” occurred. These “swaps” occurred in one of three ways 

as shown by the GA data here: 

 

a. The first line shows the instance where the total number of 

interval votes exceeded 0.1% of the overall total votes. The total 

votes at this time were 4875816, therefore 0.1% of the vote 

would be 4876. This is the only time that this value was 

exceeded in this sample set, with an interval value of 14511. In 

this instance, the votes were split, per the previous 

percentages, and 0.1% was directly transferred from Trump to 

Biden.  

b. When the interval vote count did not exceed 0.1% of the total 

vote and a “swap” was required, the 3rd party vote was utilized. 

The reduction was made from the Trump vote count by 0.1% 

and placed in the 3rd party vote count. This was held for an 

interval cycle, while increasing the 3rd party vote contribution 

by 0.1%, to retain the appropriate proportional totals, and then 

deposited into the Biden total votes. This “vote laundering” was 
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performed twice at this point in time. At the end of the two 

“vote laundering” swaps, the percentage of the vote held by the 

3rd Party totals has again been returned to the normal 1.2%, as 

discussed previously.  

17. Looking at the above sample again, there were occurrences where 

the overall vote was reduced. These reductions appeared to occur 

after a large interval vote, in which a candidate-to-candidate swap 

occurred. Looking closely at the ones that occurred in GA at this time 

that I have highlighted in pink a few observations may be made:  

 

a. For the first one, the total vote prior to the reduction was 

4,877,663. The amount following was 4,874,421. If we divide 

the new total by the previous total, (4874421/4877663 = 0.999) 

we get exactly 99.9%, showing that the total votes were reduced 

by 0.1%.  

b. For the second instance, (4873055/4874421=0.999) the total is 

again reduced by exactly 0.1%.  

c. This reduction is then spread evenly in reducing the value of 

Trump, Biden and the 3rd Party totals, so that their individual 

ratios of overall votes do not change.  
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d. This math for the reduction of votes held for all states where 

the reduction was observed. I believe that this was done in an 

attempt to minimize the votes exceeding registered voters. 

18. At the end of the vote counting, the effects of controlling by 

percentages resulted in both very round percentages for the 

candidates and fractions of votes for each candidate. There appears 

to be a single correction that was made to return the votes to whole 

numbers and modify the percentages of candidate votes to more 

random-appearing values. This was performed by taking the final 

number of votes per candidate and dividing them by the total 

number of overall votes and utilizing these percentages for the split. 

This results in the sums for each candidate being exactly what was 

reported as the overall values and the exact final percentages 

reported for each candidate. Here is an example from AZ:  

  

19. In reviewing the forensic report produced by Allied Security 

Operations Group, dated 12/13/2020, a few things were of particular 

note to the math observed in the data and described above: 
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a.  The first is that the forensics team found that the rejection 

level had been set very high and they found values from 68%-

82% of ballots would be rejected. This means that the ballots 

would be send for adjudication, or manual determination of the 

votes presented on the ballots.  

b. The second is that the Ranked Choice Voting (RCV) Algorithm 

that would allow a voting machine programmer to weight the 

votes so that one candidate’s votes could be a percentage below 

1 and another candidate’s votes be a value of above 1.  

c. They also found that the functionality for “bulk adjudication” 

had been enabled. This would allow for a group of ballots to be 

collected and “applied” as a group to a single candidate.  

20. Based on the above findings, there exists the tools for 

fractionalizing the votes to product the “split” control and bulk 

adjudication in groups of 0.1% of the total vote for the swap 

functionality. I have not seen the actual code that would modify the 

actual votes during the tabulation process. However, the 

functionality that was set up within the basic configuration would 

have allowed for a script that I could write to accomplish the 

outcomes shown in the data sets. The controlled modifications would 

automatically adjust the tabulation process to produce the effects 

observed in the data sets and described above. 
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APPENDIX C 

SOS IPRA RESPONSE ABOUT  

DECEASED VOTERS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

March 3, 2021 

 

Erin Clements 

2251 La Paloma 

Las Cruces, NM 88011     E-mail: erin_hughs@yahoo.com 

 

Re:  Inspection of Public Records Request 

 

Ms. Clements: 

 

On January 25, 2021, our office received your request for information regarding the following: 
 

1. The process the New Mexico Secretary of State follows each year to remove deceased people 

from the voter roles in Dona Ana County? 

2. The number of deceased people removed from the voter roles each year in New Mexico for each 

of the past five years? 

3. The number of addresses and the addresses where more than three people are currently 

registered to vote? 

 

The Inspection of Public Records Act (“IPRA”), NMSA 1978, Section 14-2-1 states: “Every 

person has a right to inspect public records of this state.”  “Public records” is defined in Section 

14-2-6 as follows:  

 

All documents, papers, letters, books, maps, tapes, photographs, recordings, and 

other materials, regardless of physical form or characteristics, that are used, 

created, received, maintained,  or held by or on behalf of any public body and 

relate to public business, whether or not the records are required by law to be 

created or maintained.  

 

The right to inspect applies to any nonexempt public record that exists at the time of the request. 

A state agency is not required to compile information from the public body’s records or otherwise 

create a new public record in response to a request. See NMSA 1978, Section 14-2-8(B). At this 

time, we do not maintain a record with all the requested information. 

Although we do not maintain any responsive records at this time, please be advised that the county 

clerks are the records custodians of voter registration records in their respective counties. The SOS 

does not cancel the certificate of registration for any voter. We do provide support to the clerks in 

this process, which is outlined in the Election Code (1-4-24 & 1-4-25, NMSA 1978). 

 

mailto:erin_hughs@yahoo.com
clements
Rectangle

clements
Rectangle



 

 

By disclosing this information the Secretary of State has complied with the Inspection of Public 

Records Act and now considers this matter closed. Should you have additional questions or 

concerns, please do not hesitate to contact our office at 505-827-3600 or by email at 

sos.elections@state.nm.us.  

 

Respectfully,  

 
James Alumbaugh 

 

James Alumbaugh 

Paralegal 

mailto:sos.elections@state.nm.us
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Doña Ana County, 
New Mexico is not 
like most mid-sized 
counties in the 
United States. From 
the courthouse, it is 
roughly a one-hour 
drive to either of the 
two area ports of 
entry to Mexico. The 
latest U.S. Census 
estimates show the 
County is 69 percent Hispanic or 
Latino1 and has a higher percentage 
of “foreign born” residents than 
the national average—an expected 
feature for the region, given its 
proximity to international ports of 
entry. These 
figures are not 
unique to this 
stretch of the 
American Southwest.

Throughout southern New Mexico 
and reaching into western Texas, 
native residents are typically 
descendants of an older frontier 
culture that transcended ethnicity 
to a point that touchstones like 
language, religion, and cuisine 
practically blended over time. 

Doña Ana County, in many respects, 
embodies this "shadows" subculture.

These descendants 
work together, 
patronize the same 
restaurants, worship 
together, and their 
children struggle 
through high school 
Spanish class all the 
same. Regardless 
of partisan labels, 
together they 
uphold hardworking, 

family-focused values with a distinct 
independent zeal. After all, their 
ancestors went west (or north) for a 
reason: to build a better life on their 
own terms.

But there’s a 
parallel culture at 
play here as well. 
The demographic 

makeup of the County and the wider 
region was not set in the late 19th 
Century. When then-President Barack 
Obama referred2 to communities 
“living in the shadows” amid executive 
actions like the Deferred Action for 
Childhood Arrivals (DACA) or Deferred 
Action for Parents of Americans 
(DAPA), he was also talking about 
places like Doña Ana County. Because 

WELCOME TO HATCH COUNTRY



Supporters of DACA stage a walkout and rally at the New 
Mexico State University 
 
Bachman, Josh. Sept. 5, 2017. Las Cruces Sun-News.

Students from Gadsden High School participate in a walkout 
in support of DACA.
 
Sept. 5, 2017. Albuquerque Journal.
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of later immigration policies and 
enforcement (or lack thereof), the 
County continues to take in its share 
of families containing members who 
did not arrive according to the law. 
Even though those family units carried 
natural-born American citizens in the 
younger generations, that “shadow” 
mindset could broadly apply to other 
matters of public participation.

In Hatch Country, we see two largely 
separate cultures save for a common 
thread: the desire to be left alone 
and free of the turbulence of the 
American political system. Taken 
together, activists and similarly 
minded election officials saw cause 
for trying to reengineer systems to 
boost voter participation for particular 
policy ends. That’s where this story 
of transformation of elections 
administration really begins.

As the DACA and DAPA programs 
were being unveiled to the nation in 
2014, several left-wing groups began 
a local campaign to socially engineer 
a new “culture” with companion 
election policy reforms designed to 
benefit allies and benefactors. This 
potentially exportable model helps to 
demonstrate what a friendly takeover 
of an election office could look like 
when large swaths of residents do not 
pay much mind to the maneuvers.
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In late 2019, the Public Interest Legal 
Foundation encountered alarm 
about a rather novel situation, where 
election officials were creating voting 
process errors and also acting as 
sovereign partners with outside 
ideological interest groups.  With 
the help of New Mexico’s open 
records statutes, these theories 
were investigated. The Doña Ana 
County Clerk’s Office eventually 
agreed to disclose more than 530 
document, email 
and calendar files 
between local 
election officials 
and third-party 
groups from those 
outside ideological 
interest groups 
alleged to be 
pulling the strings. 

The driving cause for the accusation 
that outside ideological interest 
groups were dictating governmental 
election administration decisions was 
borne out of another unique aspect 
in Doña Ana County: in 2015, officials 
established a citizen Election Advisory 
Council (EAC) designed to pool ideas 
and “incubate” local reforms to ideally 

improve voter participation. While this 
body was subject to the New Mexico 
open records laws as well, the road to 
obtaining related records was not a 
simple or even exhaustive exercise.
 
It is through this EAC that the agenda 
of outside ideological activists became 
government policy.

Although New Mexico law says 
that “advisory” bodies established 

and funded by 
government 
offices are subject 
to open records 
requests, the 
County initially 
denied access to 
any work product 
and internal 
communications. 

Government attorneys explained 
that the records were statutorily 
exempt because they would expose 
“tactical response plans or procedures 
… which could reveal specific 
vulnerabilities, risk assessments 
or tactical emergency security 
procedures that could be used to 
facilitate the planning or execution of 
a terrorist attack.”3 

OPEN WIDE

The records were exempt because they 
would expose “tactical response plans or 
procedures … which could reveal specific 
vulnerabilities, risk assessments or 
tactical emergency security procedures 
that could be used to facilitate the 
planning or execution of a terrorist 
attack.”
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In other words, the County was 
saying it was making plans for how 
to respond to a terrorist attack with 
a group of organizations who knew 
absolutely nothing about terrorism or 
attack contingencies—and therefore 
the documents needed to be 
protected from view.

Naturally, the Foundation shared its 
concerns with such legal reasoning 
and eventually received clarification 
that the wrong open records 
exemption was cited in the denial. 
A month later, the County reversed 
its denial and instructed the owners 
of more than 130 email accounts 
registered with the EAC to disclose all 
of their communications about official 
advisory business. 

In the months that passed, not a 
single email from a former EAC 
member was disclosed via County 
records officers or directly from 
members. Officials maintain to 
date they have no duty to produce 
Advisory Council communications for 
which they were not CC’d.

This means an unknown number 
of documents produced by a 
commission established by 
government election officials remain 
hidden from public view.



“Our vision is to build a voting culture in Doña Ana County … A 
voting culture creates long-term change. A voting culture is a 
permanent, sustainable path that increases voter participation 
in local elections and as a result, will engage more people in 
democracy. We believe that this requires our intention and 
commitment to design a culture that fosters participation 
and engagement. Partners who share our values of inclusive 
democracy are our greatest resource in this collective effort…” 
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The Doña Ana County Clerk’s Office—inside and out of the parameters of the 
EAC—saw the need for a culture fight over the past decade. Unlike the abortion 
or marriage debates for which the nation has grown accustomed, this was a 
fight prosecuted by local election officials to change their own constituents’ 
voting habits. An official statement published in May 20174  (though portions 
were drafted and circulated among third parties years before in disclosed 
emails) lays out the County and its local allies’ grand vision:

"CULTURE, CULTURE, CULTURE"

Any county or city website regarding election administration is bound to contain 
encouraging language about voter participation, but they do not take the 
extra step to engage university staffers and activist groups to “design” a better 
electorate and shift power from duly constituted sovereign officials to outside 
ideological activists —much less brag about it in a public statement. 

The exercise beginning in 2015 yielded a pattern of blurred lines between Doña 
Ana County Clerk staff and activist third parties pushing for local election policy 
reforms. To them, it did not matter if your undesirable voting behavior was 
driven by deeply ingrained pioneer independence or some other reason, YOU 
needed to change. And even if your habits did not change quick enough, you 
gave justifiable cover to officials and their friends to tinker with your election 
processes. 
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In March 2015, the Doña Ana County Clerk’s Office envisioned a body that 
would gather local “non-partisan” volunteers to promote “the community’s 
understanding and involvement in activities related to the elections” as an 
officially recognized community organizing group. The body would act as a 
kind of auxiliary support system to boost targeted voter registration drives and 
media relations. If all went to plan, Doña Ana would achieve the “highest” voter 
registration and participation rate in the nation.

Despite the advertised promises of symmetrical input from both major political 
parties and any interest groups, the local EAC did not keep that promise in 
practice. Whether officials were naïve in thinking any other outcome was 
possible, or more likely, knew the eventual outcome of the body is immaterial. 
This type of organization might attract a respectable mix of interested parties 
in the early days, but the community organizers are going to stick around the 
longest. That outcome was built into the plan.

The disclosed emails 
and attached digital 
files explained 
that organizational 
restructurings occurred 
within the EAC in the earlier 
years. On balance, the 
regular written discussions 
and documents reflecting 
in-person public meetings 
show underwhelming 
meeting attendance from 
volunteers and broad goals 
but narrow means.

Image taken from December 20th, 2016 EAC meeting PowerPoint deck

THE "COLLECTIVE" TRY
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Disclosed EAC meeting agendas and minutes grew repetitive in later years as 
the body focused on two core areas of action: voter registration drives in county 
high schools and new citizen naturalization ceremonies. The County’s official 
Facebook page for events notes the last EAC meeting occurred in September 
2019.5  In a January 2020 email to the Foundation, the County Clerk’s office 
stated that EAC was 
“defunct.”

The disclosed records 
involving the various EAC members and the County do not suggest any illegal 
activities and such official coordination did not typically rise above group 
editing processes for official government press releases and documents as 
well as coordinated editorial submissions to the local newspaper. Much of the 
email traffic involved volunteer needs at naturalization ceremonies or simple 
notifications that EAC members would not be able to attend the next meeting. 
The October 2016 session—the last before the presidential election—was 
cancelled outright. However, all EAC business emails between members alone 

The October 2016 session—the last before the presidential 
election—was cancelled outright.
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remain shielded from public view, due to the County’s belief that it does not 
have legal authority to provide any EAC records for which it wasn’t directly 
included.6

Even if the County did not directly see a cultural shift from the EAC’s work, it was 
still successful in creating an official partnership between a sovereign election 
office and full-time activists dedicated to transformation of election process 
policies.

EAC FIGURES
More than 100 individuals registered with some level of participation with the 
EAC. Here are a handful of prominent members/involved officials. 

Amanda Lopez Askin, Ph.D. - Current 
DAC Clerk, began position in 
September 2018 

Scott A. Krahling  - Former DAC Clerk 
- Resigned after in-office controversy 
in 2018

Johana Bencomo - Las Cruces City 
Council Member, current NM CAFé 
Director of Community Organizing, 
Former EAC member, and WK Kellogg 
Foundation Community Leadership 
Network Fellow.

Rose Vasquez - Former DAC 
Chief Deputy Clerk, Organize NM 
Operations & Communications 
Manager
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MEET THE OUTSIDERS 

Moving the needle in any recognizable way as it regards to election policy 
reforms requires year-round work. General public interest that can be 
converted into volunteer action is incredibly seasonable and fades after a 
week into November. The local EAC was not designed to be operated by full-
time professionals. This fact did not put County officials at loose ends in their 
broader cultural redesign efforts, however.

The disclosed Doña Ana County Clerk’s Office emails introduced a largely 
separate cast of activist third-party characters working closely to make big 
changes in a local way. Of the more than 500 disclosed email and calendar files, 
Common Cause New Mexico and Organize NM/NM CAFé show an outsized 
presence in County documents.

Common Cause New Mexico is a state chapter of a national organization that 
bills itself in part dedicated to “fair, secure, accessible elections” with a volunteer 
program “safeguarding voter’s [sic] rights!”7 The group is also heavily invested 
in promoting ranked choice voting reforms around the state. The large majority 
of disclosed emails are between the County and Common Cause NM with 
particular interest in local ranked voting reform
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NM Comunidades en Acción y de Fé (aka “NM CAFé / Organize NM”) is a 501(c)
(3) Las Cruces “faith-based” group that “aspires to create a culture of support 
that empowers New Mexicans to act on their own behalf towards a better 
quality of life.” It dubs itself a “crucial actor in the political landscape” led by 
“strong spiritual leaders.”8 When staffers aren’t keeping in close contact with 
local election officials, they promote protests against ICE detention centers and 
raise awareness to forthcoming immigration raids.9  The “resist” group regularly 
discussed volunteer voter registration procedures and trainings in the disclosed 
emails. Although it was cross-pollinated with the EAC in some communications, 
others occurred outside the EAC. 

NM CAFé’s tax status allows greater insights into its financial records. IRS 990 
filings from 2016 through 2018 make clear that it is not a ragtag community 
activist group. During that period, the nonprofit enjoyed $1.4 million in revenue. 
When accounting for sources of said revenue, $0.86 on every dollar came from 
government grants. Another $146,000 were raised from federated campaigns.

EAC Meeting Presentation Slide
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Given NM CAFé’s physical proximity to 
the County officials and its own rhetoric 
about reshaping the “culture” of locals, 
the conversations paint a convincing 
picture that they are the intellectual 
and ideological drivers for the County 
government’s “voting culture” campaign.

Being neighbors in the County was not 
the only tying factor between NM CAFé 
and the Office of the Clerk. In 2015, 
then-Communications Manager Rose 
Ann Vasquez on at least one occasion 
wrote to former Clerk Scott Krahling 
about office business, particularly as it 
pertained to voter registration list maintenance. Vasquez inquired about the 
amount and character of notice given to registrants before they were removed 
from the rolls and wondered aloud if the EAC could potentially engage with the 
registrar’s office to re-register them.
 
Months later, Vasquez penned a “farewell” email to associates, announcing 
she would be taking a job within the County Clerk’s office under Krahling as a 
“document technician” in January 2016. One year later, she was promoted to 
Head of Communications. The following year, she was named Chief Deputy 
Clerk. In 2018, she admitted to investigators to an “intimate relationship” with 
Clerk Krahling, according to local reporting at the time.10 Krahling resigned in 
August 2018.11

Vasquez also noted in her January 2016 farewell email disclosed by the County 
that she would still maintain a relationship with NM CAFé as an “independent 
contractor” via her new consulting firm dedicated to promoting “best practices.” 

Other progressive groups active in the region but not disclosed in official email 
communications include OLÉ, Progressive Voter Alliance NM, Emerge New 
Mexico, Conservation Voters New Mexico, South West Organizing Project, and 
more.
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When the average person hears the term “voter 
intimidation,” they’ll likely imagine Klansmen or 
New Black Panthers harassing would-be voters 
at the polls. There is certainly nothing wrong 
with these conceptualizations, but they also lack 
a certain imagination at play in southern New 
Mexico. Part and parcel of the belief that County 
residents are either choosing to or know no 
better than to live in “shadows” is the assumption 
that they are fearful of even the most local 
bureaucrats. 

On multiple occasions with EAC members and 
privately with the other third-party groups, 
the Doña Ana County Clerk’s Office shared its 
concerns that the office was too “intimidating” and 
carried an adverse effect on voter participation. 
Email traffic and community PowerPoint 
presentations plainly use the intimidation 
language as fact with little explanation or 
justification. A public slideshow described this 

presumed dynamic as an “Us vs. Them” challenge where considerable “barriers 
between the community and the authority” existed in December 2016. In the 
minds of County election officials, they had the same challenges as local police 
in gaining community trust.

If this sounds familiar, it is because this is the skewed view of so many in the 
activist community, that government offices are somehow intimidating.

The County’s concerns were so prevalent that a clerk deputy reached out to 
NM CAFé in June 2018 in one document we discovered to help facilitate a public 
event promoting voter registration in Sunland Park—a small community directly 

FIGHTING VOTER "INTIMIDATION"
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abutting the Mexican border. The listening session hoped to glean “what drives 
[residents] to participate or to not participate” in elections. However, a meeting 
space within a government building would not do as they needed “a space that 
may be less intimidating to the public,” according to the request email.
 
The goal was targeted voter mobilization. EAC helped guide officials in the joint 
mobilization campaign.

“Intimidation” is not a term thrown lightly in the context of elections, especially 
among professionals in the field. Whether contemporary County officials 
independently concluded that they were naturally threatening, or if the idea 
was fostered from the outside-in is an academic question at this point. That 
ultimate mindset is what drove the County to entertain significant election 
process reforms that they alone could foster, implement, and administer in 
conjunction with outside groups funded to lobby for the same outcomes.
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PERMANENT TRANSFORMATIONS

The disclosed emails outline two primary episodes where the County 
demonstrated increasingly close connections to select progressive groups to 
discuss and embrace reforms of major election procedures.

RANKED CHOICE VOTING

Although the County had already committed itself to changing the culture of its 
citizenry toward voting, officials also embarked on a journey to fundamentally 
transform how votes were counted and redistributed in Las Cruces.

Unlike several other places where ranked choice voting was adopted or 
rejected, the voters of Las 
Cruces did not get the final 
say when traditional vote 
counting was tossed in 
the name of progress. In 
2008, Santa Fe residents 
adopted the reform via city 
charter amendment while 
Albuquerque residents 
rejected the question 
in 2019. The Las Cruces 
City Council unanimously 
adopted the reform on its 
own. Almost immediately 
after, the Doña Ana County Clerk’s Office locked arms with Common Cause-New 
Mexico to prepare for the new system, according to disclosed emails.

Literally hundreds of emails, calendar notifications, and brief messages 

Doña Ana County-produced Graphic circa 2019.
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memorializing phone calls were collected by the 
Foundation between the County and Common 
Cause-NM throughout 2019. While it was no 
secret that the private organization is committed 
to expanding ranked choice voting throughout the 
state, the sheer level of collaboration went largely 
unnoticed by local media accounts. Many months 
of message coordination yielded a County Clerk’s 
Office fully in line with Common Cause’s national 
pitch for Ranked Choice Voting (RCV). 

Through this 
collaboration, 
how elections are 
conducted was 
fundamentally 
changed.

We obtained public 
remarks, PowerPoint 
presentations, 
newspaper 
submissions, posters/
marketing materials, 
and more developed 

by the County to prepare the public for RCV were 
subject to the editor’s pen or strategic rewrites 
from Common Cause-NM. The co-branded 
outreach documents were not lip service to simply 
create an impression of community involvement. 
Dozens of disclosed emails that the Public Interest 
Legal Foundation obtained outline how Common 
Cause-NM staff would regularly travel to the 
County for prep meetings before city council 
hearings with debriefs thereafter regarding these 
radical process changes.

What is ranked choice voting?

The process with singularly 
partisan backing which can 
protect mainstream political 
party interests with rebellious 
and/or purist internal factions 
while remaining viable against 
a more unified party. RCV 
allows a rebel candidate to run 
against her traditional party 
without ultimately splitting the 
vote and giving the partisan 
opposition the ultimate win.

Take this hypothetical: Ohio 
decides that its 2020 Electoral 
College votes will be decided 
by RCV. Donald Trump, Joe 
Biden, and Bernie Sanders the 
independent stand in a three-
man contest. Trump scores 
42 percent of the vote, Biden 
gets 41 percent while Bernie 
gets the rest. No one reaches 
50 percent-plus one according 
to voters’ first choices. 
Bernie’s 17 percent is then 
redistributed to the candidates 
listed as second choices. For 
simplicity, say all Bernie voters 
gave Biden their #2 pick. The 
totals would then shift to 
Biden 58 percent and Trump 
42 percent automatically. 
Biden wins Ohio.  
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During the 2014 Election cycle, a minimum wage increase began to rise as a hot 
issue in the city of Las Cruces. Naturally, future EAC members were involved in 
this effort. NM CAFé’s petition circulation eventually gathered more than 6,000 
signatures to qualify for ballot placement. But behind the scenes, the group 
reached to pull more strings to ensure that election processes were fine-tuned 
to ensure their initiative had the best possible chance for passage.

Emails obtained by the Public Interest Legal Foundation demonstrate that in the 
summer of 2014, NM CAFé began to promote a memorandum of understanding 
(MOU) document that, according to its draft language, would advance the 
minimum wage question by setting the date of the election. 

To be clear: the community organizers publicly promoted the wage hike, 
circulated petitions, cleared the signature threshold for ballot placement, 
and lobbied the County to enter into a legal agreement with the City of Las 
Cruces and the New Mexico Secretary of State to set the election to a date they 

The outside groups were responsible for pushing the initial idea, responsible 
for a lobbying campaign, and were then tasked with selling the new policy 
to the public.  Fair readings of the emails suggest progress was slow. Local 
media coverage of the first election under RCV in late 2019 widely created the 
impression that too many voters did not know about the new system until they 
were shown completely redesigned ballots and instructions.12

Both the County and Common Cause jointly decided the best thing to do 
was talk about the cost savings of RCV, as it is supposedly designed to avoid 
subsequent runoff elections. Local news reporting at the time suggest this 
reform was a solution in search of a problem, given the “we’re saving $100,000 
on not having runoffs” talking point was confronted with the fact that Las 
Cruces had not performed such an election since 1995 under the old system.13 

THE MINIMUM WAGE CAMPAIGN
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believed to be most beneficial for the proposition’s supporters. Bear in mind, 
NM CAFé was not and would not be a party to any actual agreement. Even more 
bizarre were email threads we obtained between the group and the Doña Ana 
County Clerk’s Office where the draft language of the MOU was shared without 
the participation of legal counsel. 

The draft MOU sought to set the municipal ballot question for the November 
2014 elections, even though there were no other Las Cruces-focused 
initiatives or candidates on the ballot that year. The emails the Public Interest 
Legal Foundation obtained become vague in suggesting how far along the 
negotiations went. They were eventually terminated when the Las Cruces City 
Council voted to adopt the measure itself in September, one month after the 
email thread ended.14 Mission accomplished. 
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It does not matter if County officials originally saw fit to begin social engineering 
or if third-parties planted the idea. Either way, grand goals were set and an 
inside-outside partnership was formed.

This symbiotic relationship between the County elections office and select 
third-party groups was not an organic development. Envisioning grand changes 
in culture--particularly where process matters are concerned--is going to 
attract a certain kind of ideological actor. When you combine that with tepid 
voter participation rates, you create a perfect proving ground for progressive 
experiments with election policies.

The close circle of County officials and third-party activists created its own 
culture of all being on the same team. It was only a matter of time before 
lobbyists received help in securing Airbnb lodgings personally connected to 
County officials for ranked choice voting outreach trips.15  It naturally led to a 
personnel revolving door between outside groups and the County office where 
third-party activists shopped resumes for elections office jobs and activist 
internships were discussed. Doña Ana County demonstrates perfectly that 
personnel is policy.

ASSESSMENTS
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NEW MEXICO'S VOTER ROLL FLAWS

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
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Eighty-seven percent (87%) died 
in the year 2018 or before—some 
reaching back to the early 1980s. 
Dead registrants are managing to 
remain on the rolls for a noticeable 
period of time statewide. New Mexico 
ranks 28th among U.S. states with 
respect to carrying potentially dead 
registrants. That could improve 
if officials a) communicated with 
more states about deaths occurring 
elsewhere, and b) worked to fill gaps 
in its records with respect to personal 
identifying information (PII) like Social 
Security numbers. The Foundation 
was able to identify potentially dead 
registrants based on the Social 
Security Death Index with secondary 
verification from credit bureaus. 

POTENTIALLY DECEASED 
"ACTIVE” REGISTRANTS

1,681 The New Mexico voter roll contains 
more than 1,500 examples where 
registrants are aged 100 years and 
more, indicating missed deaths or 
absolutely incorrect voter registration 
data. A subset of this finding may 
suggest that election officials are 
using the birth year “1900” as a 
placeholder for registrants whose 
birthdates are simply unknown. The 
oldest registrant in the state was 
reportedly born in 1900, if indeed that 
is her correct information.

REGISTRANTS AGED 100+

1,519
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New Mexico’s voter registration 
database system appears to allow 
individuals to become enrolled 
multiple times within the same 
address, presumably even when they 
provide matching Social Security 
numbers to validate identity. For 
this section of study, the Foundation 
was able to match full names and 
birth dates within single residential 
addresses. One of the more common 
scenarios of duplication is after a 
married woman reports a name 
change.

POTENTIALLY DUPLICATED 
REGISTRATIONS AT 

SAME ADDRESS

1,584

Voting twice across state lines in 
a federal election comes with real 
criminal risks. This area of study 
found apparent interstate double 
voting relationships between 
registrants in New Mexico and New 
York, Kansas, Virginia, Arizona, 
Pennsylvania, Colorado, Alabama, 
Kentucky, Rhode Island, Connecticut, 
Texas, Washington state, Oklahoma, 
Nebraska, Missouri, California, New 
Jersey, South Carolina, Florida, Ohio. 
The Foundation arrived at this total 
after taking fully matched names and 
dates of birth from a crosscheck of 
the nation’s voter registration records. 

Matches were 
then compared 
against 
commercial 
database 
vendors to 
confirm matched 
persons with 
the same 
Social Security 
numbers.

POTENTIALLY DUPLICATED 
REGISTRATIONS APPARENTLY 
VOTING ACROSS STATE LINES

55

U.S. Electoral College map
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Similar in methodology and 
verification process to the interstate 
crosscheck study, this looks within 
New Mexico alone to find duplicate 
registrants across county lines.

POTENTIALLY DUPLICATED 
REGISTRATIONS APPARENTLY 

VOTING ACROSS COUNTY LINES

30

The New Mexico voter registration 
statute16 gives clarity on what 
qualifies as a residential address: “the 
residence of a person is that place in 
which his habitation is fixed, and to 
which, whenever he is absent, he has 
the intention to return.” 

The Foundation utilized multiple 
means to flag these registrations, but 
ultimately only authorized election 
officials can conclusively determine 
voter eligibility.

REGISTRANTS CLAIMING 
POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL 

ADDRESSES FOR 
VOTING PURPOSES 

188
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2020 ACTIONS BASED ON
GATHERED FINDINGS

This work, beginning in 2019, was never meant to be an academic exercise. All 
voter registration research was developed for return to appropriate officials for 
follow-up civil and criminal reviews.

On April 7, 2020, the Foundation put the New Mexico Secretary of State on 
notice of violation of the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 for failing 
to reasonably maintain its voter rolls, according to Section 8 of the law.17  The 
document outlines the aforenoted voter roll findings, with particular emphasis 
on deceased and in-county duplicate registrations.

On April 8, 2020, the Foundation filed an amicus curiae brief in the New Mexico 
Supreme Court lawsuit to adopt emergency all-mail balloting for the 2020 
Election.18  The brief outlined potential flaws in the statewide New Mexico voter 
registration roll that could directly impact any all-mail balloting scenario in 2020. 

During the week of April 20, the New Mexico Secretary of State, in response 
to the federal notice of violation, ultimately committed to reviewing the 
Foundation’s voter roll audit findings and will report back list maintenance 
actions taken as a result. Thankfully on April 14, the Court rejected the 
emergency shift in procedure.19
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The Public Interest Legal Foundation, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, 
relies on contributions to conduct the research and develop findings like those 
contained in this report. PILF is the only organization performing this level 
of work with respect to voter registration system integrity in America. Time, 

travel, and technology help deliver new insights into our election systems 
to better educate citizens and policymakers alike. We also bring litigation to 

pry this public information from government officials when necessary. None 
of this would be possible without your support. Please help us expand our 

efforts by visiting
publicinterestlegal.org/donate

to offer your fully tax-deductible gift today.

Public Interest Legal Foundation
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APPENDIX I 

EVIDENCE OF CONTROL IN DAILY 

REGISTRATIONS 

REGISTRATION PATTERNS AND PEAKS MATCH 

IN ALL 33 COUNTIES, THEY ARE JUST SCALED 

FOR POPULATION 
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APPENDIX J 

 ADJUDICATION RATES FAR IN  

EXCESS OF LIMIT REQUIRED BY LAW 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

September 2, 2021 

 

Erin Clements 

erin_hughs@yahoo.com 

 

Re:  Inspection of Public Records Request 

 

Ms. Clements: 

 

On June 26, 2021, our office received your request to inspect the following records: 
 

“Please provide the total number of ballots that were sent to the adjudication stations in both 

the 2020 Primary and 2020 General elections. According to the state's records, New Mexico 

owns a total of 7 adjudication stations. I would like to see this information by County.” 
 

The following tables contain the number of ballots scanned by Imagecast Central tabulators by 

county for the 2020 Primary and General Elections. This production represents all documentation 

our office has available regarding your request. 

Primary Election 2020 

County Total 

Bernalillo 98,319 

Dona Anna 13,796 

Los Alamos 4,473 

San Juan 10,833 

Sandoval 21,908 

Santa Fe 33,099 

Valencia 9,505   

General Election 2020 

County Total 

Bernalillo 138,734 

Dona Anna 27,380 

Los Alamos 4,895 

San Juan 10,548 

Sandoval 29,377 

Santa Fe 38,271 

Valencia 11,728 

By disclosing this information, the Secretary of State has complied with the Inspection of Public 

Records Act and now considers your request fulfilled. Should you have additional questions or 

concerns, please do not hesitate to contact our office at 505-827-3600 or by email at 

sos.elections@state.nm.us. 

 

Respectfully, 

Lee Ann Lopez 
Lee Ann Lopez 

Elections Management Analyst 

mailto:erin_hughs@yahoo.com
mailto:sos.elections@state.nm.us
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APPENDIX K 

 EXPERT REPORT: DOMINION TABULATORS  

CAN CONNECT TO THE INTERNET 

 

 

 

















April 9, 2021 

 8 

 
His appointment may raise concern in Westminster that a Chinese businessman with 
ties to his country's Communist government could be seeking to gain influence over 
the business.  
 
Yang runs China Fusion Capital, the parent company of Run Liang Tai Management, a 
mysterious investment fund that has built a 15 per cent stake in Telit to become its 
largest shareholder.  
 
Sources said some of the firms that have invested in Run Liang are giant Chinese 
companies, such as coal mining group Wintime Energy and Jiangsu Shuangliang, a 
manufacturer of air conditioners and boilers.  
 
Run Liang also owns a stake in Sunsea Telecommunications, a Shenzhen-listed 
'internet of things' provider that recently raised around $200million (£1.5million) by 
issuing shares to Zhjzgroup, a state-backed tourism firm. Yang also sits on the board of 
Sunsea.  Speculation has been mounting that Run Liang is hoping to engineer a merger 
of some or all of Telit with China-based Sunsea.  
 
Run Liang's move on Telit, which is listed on AIM, follows a period in which several 
other London-listed businesses have been bought by China-linked firms.  
 
Imagination Technologies was bought by Canyon Bridge – a private equity fund 
bankrolled by Beijing – in 2017 for £550million. Concerns rose in the spring when 
Canyon Bridge tried to place four directors from China Reform Holdings on to 
Imagination's board.  
 
Conservative MPs Tom Tugendhat, who now leads the China Research Group, and 
David Davis warned that Imagination's intellectual property could be shifted to China.  
 
When asked about Telit, Bob Seely, chairman of the Foreign Affairs Select Committee, 
said: 'We do need a thorough review of investment security and we need an oversight 
board for purchases by high-risk vendors or from higher risk states.' Telit, which is due 
to unveil figures next week, declined to comment. 
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APPENDIX L 

 LETTER FROM SOS ADMITTING “AIR GAP”  

IS THE ONLY SECURITY MEASURE  

USED AGAINST HACKING 



SOS IT MEMORANDUM 

TO: SOS IT AND BUREAU OF ELECTIONS 

FROM: GREGORY ROCKSTROH 

SUBJECT: DEFINITION OF AIR-GAPPED 

DATE: MARCH 8, 20212 

CC: NONE 

The airgap between New Mexico’s tabulation systems, vote counting systems and any external 
computer network, especially a network with Internet access, is an underlying assumption upon 
which are built our cybersecurity practices for these devices. We rely on an airgap to hamper the 
ability of an attacker to maintain a persistent connection to these systems which might then be 
utilized to manipulate the vote counts. Below are the Secretary of State definitions related to 
airgap or air-gapped equipment. 

Air-gapped compute or computing device = A compute device that:  

 (1) has no wired or wireless network interfaces, OR 

 (2) has no wired interface connected to a network and any wireless interface, if present, is 
disabled OR 

 (3) has a wired interface connected to an air-gapped network and any wireless interface, 
if present, is disabled 

 

Air-gapped network = A logically or physically isolated computer network that is not connected 
by wired or wireless interface to any other computer network, especially one with Internet access. 

 

--= END =-- 



 2020General Election RTR Zero Report and Air Gap Photo Status

County RTR Airgap

Bernalillo Rosangela 3‐Nov

Catron 29‐Oct 29‐Oct

Chaves 27‐Oct Greg

Cibola 2‐Nov Greg

Colfax 29‐Oct Greg

Curry 2‐Nov 2‐Nov

De Baca 29‐Oct 29‐Oct

Dona Ana 2‐Nov 2‐Nov

Eddy 30‐Oct 30‐Oct

Grant 29‐Oct Greg

Guadalupe 2‐Nov 2‐Nov

Harding 29‐Oct Greg

Hidalgo 2‐Nov 2‐Nov

Lea 28‐Oct Greg

Lincoln 31‐Oct 3‐Nov

Los Alamos 2‐Nov 2‐Nov

Luna 30‐Oct Greg

McKinley 30‐Oct 30‐Oct

Mora 3‐Nov Greg

Otero 3‐Nov 2‐Nov

Quay 30‐Oct Greg

Rio Arriba 28‐Oct Greg

Roosevelt 31‐Oct Greg

San Juan 30‐Oct 30‐Oct

San Miguel 28‐Oct 2‐Nov

Sandoval  30‐Oct 30‐Oct

Santa Fe 2‐Nov 2‐Nov

Sierra 28‐Oct Greg

Socorro 2‐Nov 2‐Nov

Taos 2‐Nov 2‐Nov

Torrance 28‐Oct 28‐Oct

Union 30‐Oct 30‐Oct

Valencia 3‐Nov 2‐Nov



Air Gap Photos
2020‐11‐02
2:30 PM

I have received good photos from these counties:
Chaves
Cibola
Colfax
Grant
Harding
Lea
Luna
Mora
Quay
Rio Arriba ‐ Espanola
Rio Arriba ‐ TA Office
Roosevelt
Sierra

‐‐= END =‐‐
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